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Abstract 

Introduction: Andhra Pradesh government is trying to train and certify the Informal 

Practitioners- “RMP doctors” to provide healthcare in rural areas claiming shortage of 

health workforce. This is being strongly opposed by the formal medical fraternity saying 

there is no true shortage and it is the governments inefficiency in sanctioning enough 

positions. In this context the question of how these changes, either mainstreaming “RMP 

doctors” or sanctioning more positions to increase the formal workforce will have an 

impact on healthcare seeking of people becomes important. To answer this, decision-

making process of people regarding choice of healthcare provider needs to be understood. 

Methodology: A qualitative approach was taken to explore the decision-making process 

of households in the events of healthcare seeking in three illness categories-acute, 

chronic, and hospitalisation in a typical village of rural Andhra Pradesh. The study 

consisted of an initial quantitative survey followed by qualitative in-depth interviews. 

Results: The study findings suggest private sector services are favoured over public 

sector irrespective of the illness category. Among adults the first provider of choice 

irrespective of the illness category was the “RMP doctor”. This significantly differed in 

case of children where it was invariably a private formal provider. The use of public 

healthcare services is negligible in general. People are conditioned to a practice of door-

step delivery of healthcare services whenever required by the “RMP doctors” who are 

familiar, without having to worry about paying at the hour of need favouring the usage of 

the “RMP doctors” 

Conclusion: The “RMP doctors” are embedded culturally and socially in the community, 

and their preference is accentuated by the general dislike to public facilities perpetuating a 

practice of convenient door-step delivery of medical services which people got so used to 

and find even travelling 2kms for formal healthcare services as inconvenient. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and review of literature 

 

1.1 Background 

India has a large and complex healthcare system comprising of a variety of health care 

providers belonging to various systems of medicine co-existing with modern medicine. 

The delivery of healthcare services occurs through private sector or public sector or 

voluntary/non-profit organisations. This plurality in healthcare providers available 

through various sectors of service gives people various options to choose from for 

healthcare services.   

When India became independent in 1947 the private health sector provided only 5-10% of 

total patient care.(Sengupta and Nundy, 2005). But, over the years there has been a 

gradual shift in the utilisation of health care from public sector to private sector with 

private sector dominating the present context. National sample survey office (NSSO) in 

its 71st round of survey report on “Social consumption: Education and Health” (2014) 

reported that more than 70% of the episodes of ailments were treated in the private sector 

(72% in rural and 79% in urban). The private sector also dominated in both the rural 

(58%) and urban areas (68%) in the provision of inpatient care.   

The private sector plays a significant role in the provision of healthcare in India and it is 

important to understand and maintain the quality of healthcare provided, but the growth of 

private sector has outpaced the capacity of the government to institute the necessary and 

appropriate regulatory environment.(Balarajan et al., 2011).Currently the private sector 

largely operates in a context of poor regulation and not much is known about the 

functioning and the quality of health care provided by them.  
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One more complexity with the plurality in systems of medicine available (both in public 

and private sector) is that, due to the lack of proper regulatory environment, practitioners 

incorporate elements from other systems in their practice, without knowledge of the 

underlying theoretical principles and with consequent danger to the patient (Minocha, 

1980). 

Within the private practitioners, the providers range from qualified to unqualified, with 

large proportion being unqualified. A study conducted in 2016 in rural Madhya Pradesh 

revealed that majority of health care providers (64%) are private, and that 70% of all 

private providers have no formal medical training.(Das et al., 2016a).  

The traditional understanding of medical pluralism in India as consisting of different 

systems of medicines does not hold true anymore. (Nahar et al., 2017) Currently pluralism 

in healthcare services is beyond the various systems of medicine, it extends into the 

provision of healthcare through public sector and private sector, provided by formal and 

informal practitioners. Within this, Private sector dominates the healthcare provision and 

informal providers are a majority in the private sector.  

1.2 Informal healthcare providers 

Informal healthcare providers are unauthorised people who practice modern medicine. 

They are referred to by various names. Researchers use terms like informal providers, 

informal practitioners (IP’s), non-degree allopathic practitioners (NDAP’s)(Gautham et 

al., 2011), quacks, untrained providers. People who use their services refer to them as 

local doctors, compounders, RMP’s, RMP doctor, Bengali doctor. 

They include uneducated, untrained, unauthorised people as well as practitioners of 

alternate medicine practicing modern medicine. A systematic review done in 2013 has 

given a set of criteria to define these informal practitioners as: 
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• Those without necessary formal education from a recognised institute.  

• They acquire the knowledge of the trade through apprenticeships to doctors, 

pharmacists, informal training methods, or though seminars or workshops 

conducted by pharmaceutical companies. 

• They are paid by the people they serve and not from any institution. 

• They practice outside the purview of government regulations and registrations. 

(Sudhinaraset et al., 2013) 

Some of these practitioners acquire training through various courses/diplomas from 

institutions which are not recognised by any regulatory body(George and Iyer, 2013), the 

Medical Council of India condemns institutions which provide such courses and has strict 

regulations on who can practice modern medicine. But most of these go unchecked. 

The honourable Supreme court of India identifies them as “Quack’s”- “A person who 

does not have knowledge of a particular system of medicine but practice in that system 

and a mere pretender of medical knowledge or skills” and considers it illegal. 

1.3 RMP doctors 

“RMP doctors” are informal practitioners widely popular especially in rural areas of 

South India. (Rao et al., 2017) The name is misleading because it is traditionally used for 

“registered medical practitioners” who were licenced medical practitioners but the “RMP 

doctors” in question here are people who practice modern medicine without required 

qualification or authorisation. RMP here is sometime equated to rural medical 

practitioners, they are present in abundance in Rural areas and urban slums (Rao et al., 

2017). They are referred to as “RMPs” or “RMP doctors”, they are mostly mobile 

healthcare providers, some have practice places called “first aid clinics” (Rao et al., 2017) 

They acquire some amount by medical knowledge by working as assistants to private 
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formal practitioners of modern medicine for a few years and later start a practice of their 

own based on this experience and in most cases also serve as a referrer accepting 

commissions in the patient bill for the medical practitioner who trained them, in a 

mutually symbiotic relationship for economic gain.(Rao et al., 2017).They are the primary 

healthcare providers for the majority of rural areas enjoying a very prominent position in 

the society and most of them are men.(George and Iyer, 2013).  

1.4 Present context 

Understanding the role played by Informal Practitioners who are a major part of the 

healthcare system is extremely important in a current scenario where WHO is advising 

every country towards universal health coverage and various measures are being put in 

place by the Indian government to strengthen the public healthcare delivery system to 

meet this brief.  

1.5 Universal health coverage  

On September 25th, 2015 WHO at the general assembly put forth a list of 17 sustainable 

development goals (SDG’s) for all the countries to achieve by the year 2030. One of these 

17 goals is “Good health and well-being”. India has adopted this goal with 13 total targets 

and 42 national indicators. Achieving universal health coverage is one of the indicators 

for this goal. Under Universal health coverage every individual should be able to receive 

all the necessary health care services of quality without suffering financial hardship. 

1.6 Declaration on primary health care, Astana, 2018 

40 years since the world came together committing to the common goal of health for all at 

Almaty, Kazakhstan , a new declaration was made in Astana in 2018 where emphasis was 

given to “primary health care” as a cornerstone for achieving Universal health 

coverage(UHC) and the health related sustainable development goals(SDG). As a part of 
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this declaration it is envisioned that “Primary health care services of high quality, 

accessible, available and affordable for everyone and everywhere, provided by health 

professionals who are well-trained”  

1.7 Indian Scenario: Three tier system in India 

The public health care system in India is based on a three-tier model of primary, 

secondary, and tertiary care. In rural regions the sub-centres and the primary health care 

centres (PHC’s) in the village/block level are at the first tier providing primary health 

care, Community health centres (CHC’s) and District hospitals are the second tier 

providing secondary care and at the third and the final tier, there are medical colleges and 

research institutes providing highly specialised tertiary care. This division is done in such 

a way that the first point of contact for the community with the health care system is at the 

sub-centre, the first point where the people come in contact with a doctor for health care 

is the PHC, from where people are referred to a higher centre based on the need. The idea 

is that this would reduce direct burden on the secondary and tertiary care hospitals which 

have limited capacity. 

As already discussed, the healthcare sector in rural areas is being dominated by the 

informal practitioners. The High Level Expert Group(HLEG) report on universal health 

coverage for India, in their recommendations to strengthen the healthcare at village level, 

advocated a well-defined service delivery partnership between government as a purchaser 

and the private sector as a provider, that all health facilities should be licensed by 2017 to 

ensure compliance with the latest IPHS(Indian Public Health standards) standards and to 

increase the number of adequately trained health care practitioners. This report, however, 

is silent on the already existing network of informal practitioners and the role they play in 

rural health care provisioning. 
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Acknowledging the shortcomings of the public sector in healthcare service delivery and 

the existence of these Informal practitioners, some state governments resorted to train 

these informal practitioners to provide basic healthcare in underserviced areas.  

In West Bengal, a study was conducted to test the impact of training informal healthcare 

providers in India, from 2013 to 2014 for a period of 9 months and the results concluded 

that the training improved quality of care, as well as patient demand for informal 

providers services(Das et al., 2016a). Based on this evaluation, the government of west 

Bengal issued an order in 2016 to introduce a similar training program state-wide for 

informal practitioners. 

Following the cue of West Bengal, Government of Andhra Pradesh is trying to utilize 

these “RMP doctors”, to increase the health work force in rural areas , in this regard a GO 

was passed in 2017 to formally train and certify “RMP doctors” to provide primary 

healthcare in rural areas(GO 465). The underlying assumption for these interventions is 

that there is a shortage of formal practitioners. 

The high use of the private sector, especially the informal practitioners could reflect the 

absence of public options, but this cannot be the only explanation. Data from rural India, 

showed that the private sector share of primary care visits is 83 percent even in markets 

with a qualified public doctor offering free care through public clinics, and 60 percent of 

primary care visits in these markets are made to private providers with no formal 

qualifications.(Das et al., 2016a). 

Health care sector is an area of service delivery where there is a huge knowledge gap 

between the patient and the provider. Criticising the informal practitioners or making 

attempts to strengthen the public sector and formal private sector or criticising the people 

for their choice of healthcare provider without understanding the dynamic relationship 
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between the patients and the informal practitioners will result in interventions that will not 

help in improving the health of people, especially in rural areas.  

1.8 Review of literature 

With this background, literature review was done to understand the factors influencing the 

choice of healthcare providers among people. 

1.8.a Factors influencing health care seeking behaviour 

Various papers were published on the factors influencing health care seeking behaviour. 

According to these papers the major factors influencing health care seeking are: Socio-

economic status, Religious believes, cultural norms, education status, awareness and 

disease perception, accessibility, affordability and quality of health care services and 

health care providers, age and gender of the sick person, maternal freedom of movement 

and financial access and health insurance. Further, Maternal health care utilisation 

depended on age of woman at marriage, husband’s awareness of pregnancy related 

complications and involvement in the health care of wife, program and system factors like 

community educational activities.(Srivastava et al., 2014); (Bloom et al., 2001); (Sunil et 

al., 2006); (Sahoo et al., 2015); (Bhargava et al., 2011); (Savitha and Kiran, 2013); (Joe et 

al., 2015); (Thomas, 1992); (Shukla et al., 2016) 

A study conducted in shanghai, china showed that Patients’ healthcare-seeking preference 

was influenced mainly by healthcare providers’ characteristics, illness severity, and 

sociodemographic characteristics(Yu et al., 2017). 

A study done to examine the determinants of choice between public and private 

healthcare service providers in India using a national level health survey data (National 

Family Health Survey –3) revealed that people with increasing age, females, lower 

income group people, uneducated, weaker sections of society and those having access to 
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primary public health care are more likely to utilize public healthcare services as 

compared to private ones in India(Dey and Mishra, 2014). Access to and use of more 

knowledgeable providers increased with socioeconomic status(Das and Mohpal, 2016) 

With this background, literature search was modified to investigate the factors influencing 

the utilisation of informal practitioners in particular: 

Two studies done among the female micro-credit self-help group members in rural Bihar 

and Uttar Pradesh have reported proximity of the healthcare provider, cost of care, 

flexibility in payment options, familiarity of the provider with the patient’s belief system 

and accessibility contributed to informal practitioners, referred to in this case as non-

degree allopathic practitioners(NDAP) as the first point of contact for healthcare. (May et 

al., 2014);(Raza et al., 2016) 

A cross sectional study done across the villages of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and 

Kerala reported that the major factors contributing to continued use of Informal 

practitioners (RMPs) are- Affordability, availability, accessibility, Familiarity. 

(Dharmaraj and Duttagupta, 2013) 

An ethnographic study conducted in northern Karnataka with the “RMP doctors” as focus 

reported the embedded social relationships between the “RMP doctors” and the people. 

(George and Iyer, 2013) 

1.10 Rationale of the study 

Informal practitioners are the dominant providers of healthcare in rural areas. Non-

availability of formal healthcare services or quality of care are not the only reasons 

contributing to this preference as people continue to prefer informal practitioners even 

when there are free formal health care options available.   
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In this context, to reach the national goal of achieving universal health coverage, with 

affordable health care services of quality, for the interventions proposed in health care 

service delivery to yield expected outcomes in health, understanding the process of choice 

of healthcare provider among people is necessary.  

From literature review on the reasons for choosing informal practitioners it is evident that 

the accessibility, availability, familiarity, and affordability are the most obvious reasons. 

Most of these studies are done in the context of a defined population (micro-credit self-

help groups), or a particular disease (Diabetes). 

In Andhra Pradesh, the government is trying to train and certify the “RMP doctors” to 

provide healthcare in rural areas claiming shortage of health work force. This initiative is 

being strongly opposed by the formal medical fraternity saying there is no true shortage of 

health workforce and it is the governments inefficiency in sanctioning enough positions.  

The question arrives how these changes- either mainstreaming the “RMP doctors” or 

sanctioning more positions to increase the formal workforce will have an impact on the 

healthcare seeking of the people. In order to answer this, the decision-making process and 

the reasons for why people make those decisions regarding choice of healthcare provider 

needs to be understood. 

With this aim, this study is an attempt to qualitatively explore into the reasons for 

healthcare seeking from formal and informal healthcare providers in a typical rural village 

in Andhra Pradesh where a multitude of healthcare choices (Primary health care centre, 

Sub-centre, formal community health workers within the village and private formal 

practitioners from various systems of medicine in the town which is 8 kms away, informal 

providers the “RMP doctors”) are available. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 

2.1 Objectives:  

1. To explore the choice of healthcare providers – formal and informal, among 

households in a village in rural Andhra Pradesh. 

2. To understand the reasons for health care seeking from informal health care 

providers in particular. 

2.2 Study design:  

For this study, a participant selection variant of the explanatory sequential design of a 

mixed methods research study was adopted. This design is described in detail by John 

W.Creswell, Vicki L. Plano Clark in chapter 4 of their textbook ‘Designing and 

conducting mixed methods research published in 2007. (Creswell and Clark, 2007) 

A mixed methods research is an inquiry involving collecting both quantitative and 

qualitative data and integrating the two forms of data. The core assumption of this form of 

inquiry is that the combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches provides a more 

complete understanding of the research problem than either of the two approaches alone. 

There are several designs of mixed methods research like concurrent and sequential based 

on the sequence of conducting the qualitative and quantitative components; explanatory, 

exploratory, embedded, triangulation, transformative, multiphasic based on the purpose of 

each component, and the outcome expected. (Creswell and Clark, 2007)  

2.3 Explanatory sequential design: participant selection variant: An explanatory 

design which is a two-phase mixed methods design with a quantitative and qualitative 

component occurring in a sequential manner. The explanatory sequential design further 

has two variants, the follow-up explanations model, and the participant selection model. 
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Both the variants start with a quantitative phase, the follow-up explanations model 

focuses more on the results to be explored in more detail and the participant selection 

model focuses on the selection of participants for the qualitative phase. 

2.4 Rationale for selecting this study design 

Plurality of medical services in the Indian health care system has been a well-documented 

feature. However, there is a paucity of research on the “why” of the choice of health care 

providers, especially in a rural setting. Since the focus of the study was to understand the 

choice of health providers and to explore the reasons for those choices, a qualitative 

inquiry was thought to best suited for the research questions. A participant selection 

variant of the explanatory sequential mixed methods design was selected for the purpose 

of the study; wherein an initial cross-sectional survey was done to analyze the pattern of 

health care provider choice and the findings were used to identify a purposive sample of 

households for further in-depth interviews to explore the reasons for their provider 

choices.  

The study therefore has two components, 

1. The initial quantitative phase involving a cross-sectional survey with a structured 

interview schedule; the purpose of which was to identify the respondents for 

purposive sampling for the qualitative in-depth interviews that follow 

2. The later qualitative phase which included in-depth interviews using a guide 

2.5 Study Setting: 

L.B. Cherla village panchayat of Narasapur Mandal in West Godavari district of Andhra 

Pradesh. 
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This village panchayat was purposively selected because it has a plurality of health care 

providers and systems. It has a full functioning PHC, ASHAs, ANMs, and various 

government and private practitioners belonging to different systems of medicines including 

informal health care providers. Such a setting was ideal to explore the choice of providers 

of the people, the how and why of their choice of providers in detail. The researcher was 

familiar with the language and culture of the West Godavari district and it was also a factor 

in the selection of the study area.   

Fig 2.1: Description of the study setting 

 

Andhra Pradesh state is divided into 13 administrative divisions-districts. West Godavari 

is one of the 13 districts and is situated along the eastern coast of Andhra Pradesh. The 

district is further divided into 4 sub-divisions which further contain smaller administrative 

divisions called ‘Mandals’. Narasapur Mandal in the Narasapur division has 48gram 

panchayats. One of them is L.B. Cherla Gram panchayat 
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  Table 2.1: Details of the study setting 

L.B. Cherla Gram Panchayat 

Total population 10376 

SC population 7.65% 

ST population 0.01% 

Literacy rates 75.67% 

Primary Health Centres (PHC) 1 

Sub-centre (SC) 1 

 

The total population of the village is 10376, with a literacy rate of 75.67 percent. The 

majority of the villagers are Hindus and agriculture is their main occupation. The village 

has a Primary school and a High school. There are sub-centres and Anganwadi with 

adequate staff. There is a full functioning PHC located within the village which has been 

recently updated to a ‘health and wellness centre’.     

2.6 Study population: People of L.B. Cherla gram panchayat in rural Andhra Pradesh 

2.7 Sampling-Quantitative component 

2.7.a Sample size estimation  

The Sample size was estimated using OpenEpi, version 3, an open source calculator. 

The population of the village as per the Panchayat Office was 10,376. Assuming an 

average household size of five, the total number of households was estimated to be 2076.  

Due to the lack of existing data on the proportion of households utilizing any health care 

services in the past three months in the State, it was arbitrarily assumed to be 50% to get a 

maximum sample size. The precision was set at 10% to reduce the sample size as the 

quantitative component was only an exploratory survey and done for the purpose of 

selecting participants for the qualitative phase. For a 95% confidence interval, with a 

design effect of 1 for random sampling, the calculated sample size was 92 households, 

which was rounded off to 100 
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2.7.b Sampling strategy for Quantitative component 

Systematic random sampling was used to sample the households for the quantitative 

survey.  

From the list of wards and roads and house numbers in the Panchayat office, a house was 

picked at random as the first house. From the first house, the next households were 

selected by going towards the left side of the preceding house and every 20th house in the 

same direction was included in the study to reach a sample size of 100. The decision to 

select every 20th house was made, by dividing the number of households with the sample 

size, to avoid clustering and to cover the whole village. 

It was decided that if the members of the households who were selected for the survey did 

not consent that household would be replaced by selecting the next house towards the left 

of this house and continue with every 20th house from there and so on. During data 

collection, every household approached for the quantitative phase had an adult respondent 

at the time of visit who agreed to consent and participate in the study. 

2.8 Study tool for quantitative survey. 

A structured interview schedule was used to conduct the quantitative survey 

2.9 Sampling-Qualitative Component 

Purposive sampling was used for the selection of households to be included. Details 

regarding choice of health care provider for three main predetermined illness categories – 

chronic illness and hospitalizations in the past one year and acute illness in the past three 

months of all the individuals in the selected households were collected during the 

quantitative phase. From this data, the respondents for the qualitative phase were 

purposively selected in order to have a spectrum of health care provider choices from 

those who went exclusively to formal health care providers, to a combination of formal 
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and informal health care providers, to exclusively informal health care providers and few 

who did not seek care from any health care provider; both within the individuals of the 

households and across the households for the predetermined illness categories. This was 

done to facilitate a broader exploration into the reasons for their diverse choice of health 

care providers.  

Two to three respondents were selected for each pattern of choice of providers under each 

category of illness or till data saturation was reached and the total number of households 

interviewed were 23. Detailed schema of the final selection of the households for in-depth 

interviews that were carried out post the quantitative survey is presented in Page 36 of 

Chapter 3. 

Nonconsenting members were not included in the study. Among the households selected 

for the qualitative phase ,respondents who had refused to participate and discuss their 

illness citing the fact that they felt awkward to discuss regarding conditions like hernia 

and hydrocele with the female researcher are – HH ID 28 and 50. All the nonconsenting 

members were male and this made the participants of qualitative query mostly female and 

is a possible limitation to the study. 

2.10 Study tools: Qualitative Component 

In-depth interview guide was used to conduct the qualitative component. 

2.11 Data collection 

During the period from December 1st to 30th, quantitative data was collected using an 

interview schedule, a list of all the health care providers mentioned in the survey was 

collated, details regarding the providers were collected and were categorised into formal 

and informal. Once this categorisation was made, households were purposively selected 

based on their pattern of health care utilisation for the three major illness categories. From 

January 1st till March 3rd, qualitative in-depth interviews were done using an interview 
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guide in Telugu. All the interviews were audio-recorded with consent and were 

transcribed. The interviews were later translated to English 

2.12 Data Analysis: 

From the quantitative data collected through interview schedules, a list of all the health 

care providers accessed by the households was made and they were categorized into 

formal and informal health care providers. Frequency tables were made to identify the 

pattern of health care provider utilisation based on the illness category.  

This data was then used to identify the respondents for qualitative in-depth interviews that 

followed 

Qualitative data was collected using an in-depth interview guide. A total of 23 interviews 

were done in Telugu. The interviews were audio-recorded which were later transcribed. 

The transcribed interviews were translated into English. The data was then coded, and 

thematic analysis was done manually, to understand the various factors influencing the 

choice of health care provider. Dominant themes were identified through an open 

inductive coding process of the transcripts. A code book was created.  Axial coding of the 

related codes was done and pattern emerging from the data was consolidated and also 

visually represented like the “pathways for care seeking” 

2.13 Data storage 

The data will be kept safely with the primary investigator for future reference for a period 

of 5 years and will not be shared with anyone who is not a part of the research. All hard 

copies will be kept safely sealed in an envelope. The entered data on the computer will be 

password protected. 

2.14 Ethical considerations 

The study did not pose any risk to its participants. They were explained about the study 

and a participant information sheet was given to them prior to their participation. Only 
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those people who gave consent were included in the study. Contact information of the 

investigator and the institutional ethics committee was given to the participants in case 

they require any further clarification about the study. The participants were assured of 

privacy and confidentiality regarding their identity and information that they provided. 

They were informed that their personal identity would not be revealed during any phase 

of the study and any public information provided would be anonymized. Clearance from 

the institutional ethics committee was obtained prior to the conduct of the study 

There were no instances of medical emergencies or instances requiring medical care that 

required referral or assistance during the data collection process. It was planned in 

advance that in such instances the researcher would provide them information regarding 

appropriate care and from where/whom the care could be sought from.  

2.15 Dissemination of results 

Attempts will be made to publish the data so that the information will reach all the 

stakeholders. The privacy and confidentiality of the participants will be protected through 

every step of the study and the information provided will be anonymised.  

2.16 How was the rigour maintained?  

In order to ensure the validity of the findings the transcripts were independently coded, 

compared analyses and discussed by the researcher and the guide.   

2.17 Reflexivity 

The researcher was conscious of the position as a medically trained person and as belonging 

to a higher class was conscious of the bias that could be brought in because of her position, 

beliefs and interpretation of the context. In order to avoid that, reflexivity was practiced 

throughout the data collection and data analysis and frequent discussions were made to 

minimize the bias 
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2.18 Limitations  

Investigator being familiar to the study setting and also being medically trained must have 

influenced to provide socially desirable responses or must have inhibited them from talking 

openly. However additional effort was made to probe and frame the questions differently 

to get as detailed responses as possible. Familiarity of language was an advantage to gain 

their confidence and the interviews were done in the participant’s home to ensure maximum 

comfort. 

Few male participants refused to participate in the in-depth interviews because they were 

not comfortable discussing their illness episodes like surgery for hernia and hydrocele since 

the researcher was a woman. Some valuable information and insights might have been lost 

because of this. 

Generalization of the findings was not an aim of the study; the objective was to provide 

an in-depth understanding of the situation in the study setting.   
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Chapter: 3 

Results  

The objective of the study is to explore the choice of healthcare providers (both formal 

and informal) in a village in Andhra Pradesh and to understand the reasons for their 

choices. The study setting selected was located eight kilometers away from the nearest 

town and had no public transport facilities to reach it. The study was conducted in two 

phases. There was an initial quantitative survey which was carried out to have a 

preliminary understanding of the choice of healthcare providers among the households in 

the village for the illness episodes that happened in the previous year. The results from 

this phase were used to select the participants for the qualitative enquiry, where further 

exploration was done to gain in depth understanding of the reasons behind their choices 

and how they made their choices. 

3. 1 Phase 1: Quantitative survey 

A total of 100 households comprising of 311 individuals were covered in the survey. For 

the purpose of this survey, healthcare provider choice for three major illness categories 

that were predetermined was explored: 

1. Chronic disease 

2. Hospitalisation in the past one year 

3. Any other illness(acute) in the past three months. 

Information regarding the choice of healthcare provider for each of the above-mentioned 

illness categories that happened in the past year for all the members of the households 

included in the survey was collected. This was primarily done to identify the choices of 

the healthcare providers, within the individuals of households for major illness categories. 
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The results were also used to select the participants for the qualitative part of the 

“Participant selection variant of explanatory sequential design”. 

The data obtained was analysed only to detect the various patterns of healthcare provider 

choices to sample participants for the qualitative phase and not for statistical analysis.  

Details of the study design “Participant selection variant of exploratory sequential design” 

are provided on page number 16 in the Methodology chapter. 

3. 2. Findings from quantitative survey 

Out of 100 households surveyed, 14 households did not report any illness episodes in the 

past one year for any member of the household. The remaining 86 households reported to 

have at least one illness episode in the past one year. Further categorisation of these 

households based on the reported illness is presented in the table 3.1 below.  

Table 3.1: Number of households reporting to have at least one illness episodes 

under each category 

Sr.no Category of households No. of 

households 

1 Total number of households surveyed 100 

2 Total number of households reporting at least one episode of any 

illness among the members of the household 

86  

3 Total number of households with at least one member of the 

household suffering from a chronic illness 

57 

4 Total number of households with at least one event of hospitalisation 

in the past one year 

19 

5 Total number of households with at least one episode of any other 

(acute) illness episode reported in the past one year. * 

48 

*The sum of the categories 2,3,4,5 do not add up to 100 because there are multiple 

reported illness episodes within each household. 

 

3.3 Healthcare providers as reported by the respondents. 

The aim of the study was to explore the choice of healthcare seeking, of both formal and 

informal providers and therefore a list of all the healthcare providers mentioned by the 
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participants in the quantitative data was collated initially. A detailed exploration was then 

done by the investigator in the village and the nearby town regarding the providers 

mentioned and some of the facilities were visited to identify and categorise them as 

formal and informal healthcare provider. A broad categorisation thus obtained is outlined 

in figure 3.1 below. 

Fig 3.1: Healthcare providers as reported by respondents (categorised)

 

Note: The dotted line showing the categorization of “alternate system of medicine practitioners” 

within public healthcare provider category is to signify the fact that though available, they were 

not mentioned by the study participants  

 

The formal providers there were mentioned included those in the public and private 

sector. Though there were both modern and alternative systems of medical facilities in the 

public and private sector, the respondents were not aware of the alternative systems of 

medicine available in the public sector. There were five informal healthcare providers, 

four of them who practiced modern medicine and one traditional healer who dealt with 

animal bites (snake/rodent/insect) though spiritual techniques like chants. A 

categorisation of the healthcare practitioners and their facilities based on their distance 

from the study setting (nearest to farthest). is provided in Table 3.2 

Modern medicine 
practitioners
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Table 3.2: Healthcare providers as reported by the respondents (categorised) 

Categories of healthcare providers 

1. Informal 

healthcare 

providers 

2. Formal healthcare providers 

2.a. Public 

sector 

2.b. Private sector 

Nearest to farthest 

Narasapur Palakol Bhimavaram Others 

“Ramu”- “RMP 

doctor” 

Government 

Hospital-

Narasapur 

Tulasi hospital 

(Physician with 

postgraduate 

degree) 

Homeopathy 

hospital 

Palakol 

Sivaranjani-

(Neurologist) 

Chilakaluripeta 

Ayurveda 

hospital 

“Ramesh”- “RMP 

doctor” 

PHC- 

L.B. Cherla 

Old MD hospital 

(Multi-speciality) 

Sai hospital 

(Paediatrics) 

Shanti 

(Psychiatry) 

 

“Mahesh”- “RMP 

doctor” 

Nurses from 

PHC 

New MD hospital 

(Multi-speciality) 

Palakol 

lions (Eye-

hospital) 

Bhimavaram 

hospitals 

(multi-

speciality) 

 

“Henry”- “RMP 

doctor” 

ASHA worker Janaki hospital 

(Multi-speciality) 

Sri Krishna 

(Physician) 

Jakkampudi 

Subhashini 

(Dermatologist) 

 

“Babulu”-

Traditional healer 

for animal bites 

ANM Surya hospital 

(Orthopaedics and 

Obstetrics) 

Kishore  

(ENT) 

  

  
Sambamurthi 

(Eye hospital) 

Chaitanya 

(Paediatrics) 

  

  
Ashwini 

(Obstetrics and 

Paediatrics) 

   

  
Sirimilli 

Satyanarayana 

(Physician with 

MBBS) 

   

  Mission hospital 

(Church run 

hospital with pay 

for care) 

   

• Names of the providers and facilities mentioned in the above table are as mentioned by the 

participants.  

• Names of the informal healthcare providers are changed to maintain confidentiality 

• Old MD, New MD – names referred to hospitals run by modern medical practitioners with 

postgraduate medical degrees (MD). These hospitals have formal registered names but are not 

referred to them as such by the people in the village 

• Few places which are mentioned occasionally and located much farther, like Hyderabad, the state 

capital are not included in the table above.  

 

3.4 Choice of healthcare providers for different types of illness categories  

The above-mentioned categorisation of healthcare providers was used to classify the  
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choice of healthcare providers for all the illness episodes that happened in the households 

in the previous year, in three major disease categories. 

3.4.a Chronic disease: Out of the 100 households surveyed a total of 57 households 

reported to have at least one-member suffering from a chronic illness. The number of 

individuals suffering from a chronic illness in these households varied from 1 to 3 per 

household and all the individuals with history of chronic disease were on treatment. The 

choice of healthcare provider is represented in table 3.3 below. It includes formal and 

informal providers both in the private and public sector. A few households used a 

combination of these providers, either for the same individual in a household or for 

different individuals of the same household. 

Table 3.3: Healthcare provider choice among households for chronic illness among the 

households 

Sr.no Category of households based on 

choice of healthcare provider 

Sub-category Number of 

households 

Frequency 

1 Total number of households 

reporting at least one individual 

suffering from a chronic illness 

 57 100% 

(N=57) 

2 Number of households seeking 

healthcare from formal healthcare 

provider 

(Both modern and alternate systems 

of medicine) 

Total 53 

(N=53) 

92.98% 

Private formal 

practitioner 

(Modern medicine) 

45 

(84.9%) 

 

Private formal 

practitioner 

(Alternate systems 

of medicine) 

4 

(7.54%) 

 

Public sector 

providers * 

3 

(5.66%) 

 

Multiple providers 

(public and private 

modern medicine 

practitioners) 

1 

(1.88%) 

 

3 Number of households seeking 

healthcare from informal 

practitioners 

 3 5.26% 

4 Number of households seeking 

healthcare from both formal and 

informal practitioners 

 1 1.75% 

*Doctors, nurses, ANMS, ASHA workers of the government institutions 
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More than ninety percent of the households chose a formal healthcare provider in the 

event of a chronic illnesses, among which about eighty percent sought care from a 

modern medicine practitioner in the private sector. Utilisation of public sector providers, 

as well as informal practitioners and alternate systems of medicine; for chronic illnesses 

were minimal. 

3.4.b Hospitalisations in the past year: Among the 100 households surveyed, 19 

households reported an event of hospitalisation in the previous year. All the admissions 

were for adults and out of those 26.31% ((5 out of 19) were for delivery and related care. 

The choice of healthcare providers for those events is presented in Table 3.4 

Table 3.4: Healthcare provider choice among households for the event of hospitalisation in 

the last one year 

Sr.no Category of households based on 

choice of healthcare provider 
Sub-category Number of 

households 
Frequency 

1 Total number of households 

reporting an event of 

hospitalisation in the past year 

 19 100% 

(N=19) 

2 Number of households with history 

of admission in a formal 

practitioner facility 

Total 19 

(N=19) 

100% 

Private formal facility 

(Modern medicine) 
18 

(94.73) 

 

Private formal 

practitioner (alternate 

system of medicine) 

0  

Government facility 

(PHC) 
1 

(5.26) 

 

Multiple providers 

(public and private 

modern medicine 

practitioners) 

0  

3 Number of households with history 

of admission in an informal 

healthcare facility 

 0  

4 Number of households seeking 

healthcare from both formal and 

informal practitioners. 

 0  

 

All the hospitalisation events that were reported by the households were in the formal 

healthcare facilities. Eighteen out of the nineteen admissions (95%) were in the private 
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hospitals of modern medicine practitioners and the only admission in a government 

facility happened in the local Primary Health Centre for a delivery. The households in the 

village seemed to prefer the private facilities of modern medicine practitioners for events 

that require hospitalisation.  

3.4.c Acute illness in the past three months:  A total of 48 households out of the 100 

households surveyed reported to have at least one episode of any acute illness in the past 

three months. Around 8% (4 out these 48) of households did not seek any healthcare and 

were all acute illnesses among adults. Among the households who sought treatment (44 

out of 48), 21 households sought treatment from a formal healthcare provider, 15 from an 

informal healthcare provider and 8 households from a combination of formal and 

informal. Refer table 3.5 

Table 3.5: Healthcare provider choice among households for acute illnesses in the previous 

three months 

Sr.

no 

Category of households based on 

choice of healthcare provider 
Sub-category Number of 

households 
Frequency 

1 Total number of households that 

reported an event of acute illness in 

the past three months 

 48 100% 

(N=48) 

2 Total number of households that 

sought healthcare 
 44 91.66% 

3 Number of households that sought 

healthcare from formal practitioners 
Total 20 

(N=20) 

41.66% 

Private formal practitioner 

(Modern medicine) 
18 

(90%) 

 

Private formal practitioner 

(Alternate systems of 

medicine) 

0  

Public sector providers 2 

(10%) 

 

Multiple providers 

(public and private modern 

medicine practitioners) 

0  

4 Number of households that sought 

healthcare from informal 

practitioners 

 14 29.16% 

5 Number of households that sought 

healthcare from both formal and 

informal practitioners 

 10 20.83% 
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The choice of healthcare providers for acute illnesses among the households was different 

from those for chronic illness and hospitalisations. One third of the households sought 

care from an informal practitioner for an acute illness that happened in the previous three 

months. Households who sought care from government facilities were very few in the 

case of acute illness, similar to that for chronic diseases and hospitalisations. 

While the chronic diseases and hospitalisation episodes were all among adults, acute 

illnesses in the past three months were reported among both adults and children (Fig 3.2) 

Fig 3.2: Acute illness episodes among households in the past three months among 

adults and children.  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Total number of households that reported an acute illness in the past three months 

was 48. Total number of households in each category together does not add up to 48 

because there is an overlap between the three categories. 

 

When the healthcare provider choices for acute illnesses were analysed further (Table 3.6) 

it clearly indicated that the choice of healthcare provider for all the children was always a 

formal private practitioner of modern medicine and mostly the informal practitioners for 

adults.  

 

 

 

43 households 

reported acute 

illness episodes 

among adults 

11 households 

reported acute 

illness episodes 

among children 

6 households 

reported acute 

illness among 

adults and 

children 
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Table 3.6: Healthcare provider choice among households for an acute illness 

Sr.no Category of households 

based on choice of healthcare 

provider 

Number of 

households 
Number of 

households 

seeking 

healthcare 

Choice of healthcare provider 

1 Total number of households 

reporting an event of acute 

illness in past three months 

48 44 Formal :20 Private  18 

Public  2 

Informal:14                  

Both: 10                  

 3 Total number of households 

reporting an event of acute 

illness among adults  

43 39 Formal: 16 Private 12 

Public  4 

Informal:20                   

Both: 3                   

4 Total number of households 

reporting an event of acute 

illness among children  

11 11 All the children were taken to a 

paediatrician. 

5 Total number of households 

reporting an event of acute 

illness among both adults and 

children 

6 6 • In five households all the 

children were taken to a 

paediatrician and adults 

to an informal healthcare 

provider. 

• In one household both 

the children and adults 

were taken to a formal 

private practitioner of 

modern medicine 

  

3.4.d Healthcare provider choice among households for an acute illness among 

adults 

In summary, out of the forty-eight households that reported at-least one episode of acute 

illness in the previous three months, 39 households (81%) reported having the episode 

only among adults. About twenty of those households (51%) which reported at-least one 

episode of acute illness among adults sought care from an informal healthcare provider. 

Among the nineteen households who sought treatment from formal healthcare providers, 

twelve received care from private practitioners of modern medicine and four from public 

sector providers 

Note : From the information shared during the survey outside of the questionnaire: Of the 

12 households which were seeking healthcare from a private formal practitioner, four sought care 
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from the formal providers who were treating them for a chronic illness,  five sought care  from 

formal modern medicine specialists (3-ortho, 2-gyne) as advised by the  local “RMP 

doctor”(informal healthcare provider). Three households chose to seek healthcare from a formal 

modern medicine practitioner on their own. Out of the four households that received care form a 

public practitioner, three households took medicines from an ASHA worker who visited them for 

some survey while the individuals were sick. 

3.4.e Healthcare provider choice among households for an acute illness among 

children 

Around 11 of the 48 households that reported at least one episode of acute illness in the 

past three months reported the event among kids, and all of them sought care from a 

specialist formal healthcare provider of modern medicine – a paediatrician. (10 out of the 

11 events were treated by a paediatrician in the private sector and one in the government 

hospital). 

3.4.f Healthcare provider choice among households that reported an acute illness 

among adults and children 

There were 6 households out of the 48 (12.5%)which reported both adult and paediatric 

illness episodes; adults from 5 of those households sought care from an informal 

healthcare provider but the paediatric cases were all taken to a specialist formal healthcare 

provider of modern medicine – a paediatrician. 

The following are the major patterns that emerged from the quantitative survey regarding 

healthcare provider choices  

1. Almost all the households sought care from a formal private practitioner 

practicing modern medicine for a chronic illness. 
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2. Almost all the events of hospitalizations that happened in the households in the 

previous one year were in formal private facilities of modern medicine.   

3. In general, the utilization of public health sector healthcare facilities was minimal 

4. For acute illnesses, households favored an informal healthcare practitioner in the 

case of adults. 

5. For acute illnesses among kids, all the households reported seeking care from a 

specialist formal healthcare provider of modern medicine – a paediatrician. 

3.5 Phase 2: Qualitative study component 

The participants for the qualitative phase were purposively selected with the information 

from the quantitative survey details above, to further explore provider choices and to 

understand the reasons for these choices. 

3.6 Selection of participants for qualitative phase:  

Various categories of households that emerged based on the choice of healthcare provider 

for each type of illness is represented in Fig 3.3. The total number of households under 

each category does not add up to 100, which is the total sample of the quantitative survey. 

This is because of multiple illness episodes in some households since the information was 

for all members of the households were collected. The number of illness episodes and 

their type reported by each household varied and this resulted in an overlap of the 

categories among the households. 
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Fig 3.3: Patterns of ‘choice of healthcare provider’ for the three major illness 

categories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the qualitative phase sampling, care has been taken to cover a range  of households 

which were purposively selected to include all the categories mentioned above and 

include households ranging from those who exclusively sought care from formal 

healthcare provider, those who sought care from both formal and informal providers, and 

those who exclusively sought care from informal providers. This is explained in detail for 

each illness category below. 

Public sector  
providers: 3 

Formal 

healthcare 
provider: 53 

Private formal 
 practitioner  
(Modern medicine): 45 

Private formal  
practitioner 
(Alternate systems 
 of medicine): 4 

Multiple providers 
(public and private  
modern medicine  
practitioners): 1 

Informal  
practitioners: 3 

Both formal and  
Informal  
practitioners: 1 

Private formal 
 facility  
(Modern  
medicine): 18 

Public sector 
(government 

facility): 1 

Households 

reporting an 

event only in 

adults :43 

Households 

reporting 

an event 

only in 

children:11 
Households 

reporting an 

event both 
 in adults and 

Children: 6 

Formal 

healthcare 

provider: 16 

Informal 

healthcare 
provider: 20 

No treatment: 4 

Both formal and  
Informal 

practitioners: 3 

All the children were taken to a paediatrician 

5 households’ children 

 to paediatrician and  
adults to informal 

 provider 

1 household, both 

children and adults to 

formal private 

practitioner of 

modern medicine 

Acute illness 

(Events reported  

in adults and  

children) 

      Total: 48 

Chronic illness 

(All events  

reported in  

Adults) 

Total: 57 

Hospitalisation 

(All events 

 reported  

in adults) 

Total: 19 
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3.6.a Selection of participants from Chronic illness category  

When the choice of health care provider for chronic illness was explored, the preference 

of the households was mostly to seek care from formal private modern medicine 

practitioners except very few households opted for informal practitioners and public 

providers.  

• All the households receiving treatment from informal healthcare providers alone 

or along with formal healthcare providers and/or alternate systems of medicine 

were selected for the in-depth interviews 

• A total of 9 households receiving treatment for chronic illness from formal 

healthcare provider were also interviewed. 

• A household with a 70-year-old man living alone, receiving healthcare for chronic 

conditions from a far off private formal healthcare provider was selected. 

• Households with different members seeking care from different systems of 

medicine were selected 

• Household with different choice of healthcare providers among different members 

of household and the type of illnesses was selected 

3.6.b Selection of participants from the category of Hospitalisations in the past year  

Out of 19 hospitalisation episodes 18 were in private hospital and 1 in public hospital 

Hospitalisations in public hospital:  There was only one household with reported 

hospitalisation in the public hospital in the past one year and that household was 

interviewed. 

Hospitalisation in private hospital: There were two people who were admitted for hernia 

and hydrocele surgery and they refused to participate in in-depth interview as they were 
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not comfortable talking in detail about their condition to the investigator owing to the 

gender. There were also a few admissions for cataract surgery, all of which were done at 

the only available eye hospital in the town and were discharged the same day, they were 

also not included in the qualitative phase. 

Of the remaining, 7 willing households were selected to participate: 

• A household with a member admitted for snake bite (a rare case) 

• A household with a member admitted for sudden onset chest pain. 

• A household with a 45-year-old female member who had an episode of first 

occurrence of seizures 

• A household with a case of hepatitis c with infected sebaceous cyst needing 

surgery. 

• Two households with a member admitted for delivery in private set up 

• A household with a recent episode of stroke. 

3.6.c Selection of participants from the Acute illness category   

• Two out of the six households which reported acute illness among both adults and 

children and one household out of 11 which reported acute illness among children 

were included to understand the pattern of households seeking care for adults from 

informal healthcare providers while always choosing formal healthcare providers 

for children. 

• For understanding the healthcare choice making for adults, three households were 

selected for receiving care for acute illness from a public provider and one 
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household receiving healthcare for acute illness from a formal private practitioner 

of modern medicine. 

3.6.d Total number of households interviewed: 23 

Table 3.7: Total number of illness episodes covered in the qualitative phase 

Illness category-choice of healthcare provider Number of each illness 

episodes covered. 

Chronic disease-formal private practitioner 9 

Chronic disease-informal practitioner 4 

Chronic disease- private alternative medicine practitioner 1 

Chronic disease- a combination of formal, informal, alternative 

medicine practitioners 

3 

Hospitalisation- public facility 1 

Hospitalisation-private facility 7 

Acute illness adults- public practitioner 3 

Acute illness adults- formal private practitioner 1 

Acute illness adults-informal practitioner 2 

Acute illness children 1 

Acute illness both adults and children  

(adults- formal, children-informal) 

2 

 

3.7 Results of Qualitative phase: 

The second part of the study was a qualitative research component with in-depth 

interviews with 23 participants who were selected purposively after the initial quantitative 

phase. 

The interviews which were conducted in Telugu were audio recorded. The audio 

recordings were transcribed verbatim and later translated into English. The transcripts 

were read several times to familiarise with the data and initial inductive coding was done, 

followed by axial coding where patterns between the code groups were analysed and the 

final emerging codes were identified. The patterns between codes were particularly 

analysed for similarities, deviation, variations and also singularity. 
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3.7.a Emerged pathway of healthcare seeking: 

The main emerging theme was the typical pathway of healthcare utilisation seen among 

the households, irrespective of the type of illness. When there were symptoms, depending 

on the perceived severity either nothing was done, self-medicated or the “RMP doctor” 

was called. And the course of action by the “RMP doctor” based on the type and severity 

of symptoms involved prescribing medicines, ordering blood tests, advising to go see a 

physician in town, take them to the physician himself.  

This was different from the pattern obtained in the quantitative phase where the choice of 

healthcare provider varied depending on the type of illness categories across and among 

the members of households. After the qualitative data analysis, it was noticed that this 

perceived difference in the choice of healthcare provider based on the illness category 

was because the  interview schedule could capture only the cross sectional data when the 

respondents reported about the person that they were seeking care from time of the 

survey. The qualitative exploration however captured a pathway that lead them to final 

point of care. It revealed the fact that, typically for any illness, the first point of contact 

was the “RMP doctor”.  

The later course of action varied based on what he advised them to do. So, the “first point 

healthcare provider/advisor” for majority of the participants was the “RMP doctor”. This 

is shown is fig 3.3 below. 
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Fig 3.4: Emerged pathway of healthcare seeking                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The only exceptions to this pathway shown in fig 3.3 are: 

1. Few women, not all, prefer to not seek care from “RMP doctors” for “lady 

problems” 

2. Paediatric illnesses the preferred healthcare provider is a Paediatrician. 

3. There were two households whose choice of primary healthcare provider was 

PHC staff: one household whose relative is an ANM, one with Incidental/Chance 

encounter with the ANMs who happened to go to their house for a survey when a 

member was sick and advised to seek care from the doctor in government hospital 

in town.  
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The major recurring themes which explained this typical pattern and these exceptions are: 

1. Perceived notion regarding the severity of the illness. 

2. Perceived need for health care   

3. Context and conventional practices 

4. Familiarity and convenience 

5. Availability, Accessibility and ‘At-home’ healthcare. 

6. Familiarity with the healthcare provider 

7. Affordability 

8. Flexibility in service provision and services as per need  

9. Previous experience and attitude of healthcare provider 

10. Gender norms and preferences. 

11. Dislike for the local government hospital  

12. Assisted referral 

3.7.b Perceived notion regarding the severity of the illness. 

From the interviews, one of the themes that emerged was that the first point of a potential 

need for health care started with the symptoms that they have. People have a subjective 

judgement of the symptoms to decide whether they need to seek health care.  

3.7.c Perceived need for health care   

Once a judgement is made about the severity of the symptoms perceived, decision is 

made whether there is a need to seek care. Most of the participants said that they either 

don’t seek care or self-medicate if they perceive the symptoms to be too mild or “chinna”   
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 One person stated “If(illness) it does not go down then he gets checked. Now basically if 

it is a light fever or something it will go down in 2 to 3 days no? So if it is like that, we 

don't even go to the ‘RMP doctor’.” (HH ID.100) The reason many people’s first choice 

of healthcare provider is “RMP doctor” is also to some extent based on the perceived 

judgement regarding the severity of the symptoms. The general thought process is that for 

minor illnesses “RMP doctor” would suffice and for any illnesses, the initial symptoms 

are perceived as minor. 

“first it will come as small illness no, first we consult ‘RMP doctor’ and based on that we 

see if we have to go to the hospital or if he will give medicines” (HH ID.100) 

“normally if there is any illness ‘RMP doctor’ is the basic” (HH ID.100) 

“No, for all and anything Ramu only. Fever or anything that happens, Ramu only, he will 

tell everything, where to go, if he says he can’t handle, then we will go to wherever he 

says” (HH ID.91) 

“Means it will not be risky for us, if it is us we can bear the pains and all, we have 

ability.”(HH ID.53) 

“generally, for fevers, cold, headache, like that small injuries and all ‘RMP doctor’ is 

fine no.” (HH ID.100) 

“yes like first aid, if unlike this if there are severe pains, if fevers dint reduce in 2-3 days, 

then we go to hospital and get blood tests and all done, those people do a lot of tests no, 

that's why we don’t go first only.”  

There was a stark variation to this pattern when it was related to the symptoms that 

happened children. Any symptoms mild or severe was perceived as something that 

required not only health care but specialist modern medical care. This is evident in the 
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following quote: A mother said “if it is for us ( adults) normally for small things  we can 

bear no, pains and all, if it doesn't get reduced with the medicines ‘RMP doctor’ gives 

then we go to hospital and get it checked.” , but when it came to her children she said 

“for them anything will effect fast no, there(in the hospital) people( paediatricians ) will 

test and give treatment no.” (HH ID.100) 

When asked about factors influencing the healthcare seeking for children, she said “for 

kids we cannot decide like that”, “directly taking to the hospital only. If we ever show any 

negligence that might be just for us elders”. Thinking about factors influencing healthcare 

is perceived as negligence when it came to children and that not showing to a 

paediatrician is “risky”, “choosing him means, they get effected first no faster than us 

with anything like virus and all, so I feel like why risk it”, and that paediatricians give 

better care if something goes wrong “they have equipment and all no? if suddenly 

something goes problematic, they take care no? so”. 

Two deviations from the typical pattern mentioned above were two households who went 

to government hospitals, a lady who is related to the Primary Health Centre (PHC) staff 

and therefore went to the PHC for regular antenatal check-ups. It was also only when she 

was asymptomatic and as soon as she had a symptom she was taken to a private 

practitioner in the town. She continues to use both PHC and private hospital for antenatal 

care. The decision regarding where she went would again be guided by the notion of the 

severity of the symptom and a perceived need to seek care. During labour the PHC staff 

already warned her about the probable symptoms, so the “perceived need” matched the 

probable care they would provide, so she went to PHC. 

Also, the perception of need for healthcare for mothers was found to be superseded by the 

healthcare need of their children. One lady postponed her hysterectomy for symptomatic 
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fibroid uterus because her daughter was pregnant at that time and she thought she had to 

be there to care for her daughter if she delivers. Another young mother in her postnatal 

period when she had fever was taken to a private hospital because they were apprehensive 

if taking any medicine would be harmful to the child she is breastfeeding. “There only we 

showed because it might be difficult to breastfeed, if we can give or not, if we get tablets 

from somewhere outside” (HH ID 62).  A lady postponed her regular follow up for 

thyroid check-up because her son was in intermediate second year and she would go after 

his exams 

3.7.d Context and conventional practices 

The convention of calling the “RMP doctor” for any kind of illness was also strongly 

related to the context they live in.  

The village where the study was conducted was 8 kms away from the town. The public 

transportation facilities ended right outside the village and the PHC was located at one 

end of the village. So, there was a difficulty faced especially by women to travel for 

healthcare. Contrary to the expectations, the difficulty is more to reach the PHC than a 

hospital in town. This was because the PHC being within the village, the women were 

expected to walk till there, but transportation was arranged to go to the town, someone 

took them on their motorcycle or an Autorickshaw was called to take them. But, the 

“RMP doctors” were mobile, they came to your house when you called, so it was 

convenient to just call them than go through the hassle of having to go to a hospital. “I 

have to walk and go there and come back walking, it is problematic, that is why I don't 

go” (HH ID 11). 

A few years back, when the PHC was not built the only available healthcare provider in 

the village was an “RMP doctor” who was from the same village, who everyone knew 
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and trusted. There was no transportation available to go to the town and people had to 

walk for 5 kms to catch the bus to reach the town, there were no autorickshaws and only a 

few people had their own vehicles. During this period out of necessity and the fact that 

they were familiar with and trusted the person who was the “RMP doctor”, people started 

using his services. One of the existing “RMP doctors” is the son of this first “RMP 

doctor” in the village and the practise of trusting and utilising their services continued 

through generations.  

When asked about the doctors accessible some participants said “Doctors means Ramu 

only no” “in our village our ‘RMP doctor’ only”, (HH ID 53) “first for any complaint 

this ‘RMP doctor’ is there no, he is the son of someone we know, when we ask him, he 

only recommend to see so and so doctor.” (HH ID 1) ,“Ramu (RMP doctor) only (is the 

primary healthcare provider), I know him since I was a kid, his father used to treat me 

when I was small, my father and he are friends” (HH ID 93), “when we are not feeling 

well we show to Ramu only”(HH ID 37), “for us Ramu doctor only no”, “I don't go 

anywhere else I don't get treatment from anyone else. He only does for me”. (HH ID 11) 

“Yes. If something happens, If something happens 1st Ramu, local RMP” (HH ID 60). 

Also, during this period the only facility providing delivery services for women close by 

was the “Mission hospital” in town and women used to go there only. So, this preference 

also still exists where a few women, prefer going to this hospital for “lady problems”.  

“if it is during delivery time and all then to mission hospital, we haven’t been to 

anywhere else, since our time to our kids now, we show there only.” (HH ID 5) 

In this village setting during the initial quantitative data collection phase it was noticed 

that in a considerable number of households, 11 out of 23 of the households interviewed, 

the elderly parents were living alone because either the children got married and moved 
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out or they moved to the town or city for a job. For these people, calling the “RMP 

doctor” home was more convenient than going somewhere for healthcare. Also, this older 

generation of people were more familiar to the culture of “RMP Doctors” as mentioned 

before. 

The course of action advised by the “RMP doctor” suited their need, he was refilling 

medicines every month for an elderly man who was living alone. In a household with two 

elderly women when the older woman complained of chest pain he himself took her to the 

physician in town. “when she got the problem in her heart, Ramu took her to the new MD 

hospital” “she complained of chest pain, then we got scared and for us it is just Ramu 

only no, we showed It to him and he said we will show once to the doctor” (HH ID 5). He 

gave first aid and helped a man take his neighbour who lives alone with his wife who was 

having a heart attack to the hospital in town and reassured his wife. 

3.7.e Familiarity and convenience 

Traditionally women during mid pregnancy are sent to their maternal home and they stay 

there for delivery and return to their married home when the child is around 6-8 months 

old. The responsibility of taking care of the pregnant woman is on her parents. It is 

noticed that women get familiar to the obstetrician close to their maternal home which 

they frequent during this time and prefer to seek care from here even later in life. 

The child after birth is also shown to a paediatrician close to the place of delivery. They 

are familiar with the place and the doctor, “why him because since we were kids, we were 

also seen by him only.” (HH ID 100)  After this, mothers prefer showing the child to the 

same paediatrician, because they think continuing to seek care from the same practitioner 

implies that the doctor is also familiar with the child, will know better about the medical 

history and will provide better care. One mother stated that “If we show to the same 
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person always, automatically he will know that this kid has come 2 months ago, he will 

have a list no, so based on that also he will give medicines no?” (HH ID 100)   

This preference to the healthcare provider close to the maternal home of women is also 

based on convenience. They get a chance to visit their maternal home, they don’t have to 

wait and the husband if busy does not have to accompany “I just think it is better there, 

and also, there if I call my parents and tell, my brother goes and takes cheeti(token) and 

keeps , that way I don’t have to wait, I can go to my parent’s house no, I don’t have to 

wait so much time outside. And my husband does not have to come with me if he is busy” 

(HH ID 4). 

3.7.f Availability, Accessibility and ‘At-home’ health care 

The flexibility that is provided by “RMP doctors” who come to their house whenever they 

are called makes them the most favoured for the villagers. There are a total of 4 “RMP 

doctors” in the village like this, even though everyone had a personal favourite among 

them, this still gave an option to the people, if one is not available, they can call the other.  

“he lives close to our house; he roams around locally so availability is there.”(HH ID 

100) 

“He is closest also, comes when we call also.” (HH ID 96) 

“Ramu (is preferred) because he is closer (distance wise), comes whenever we call him, 

he is familiar, for everyone and any type of illness Ramu only sees first.” (HH ID 87) 

This holds true especially in the nights when the nights when there are no other formal 

healthcare services available nearby including the PHC. Transportation has to be arranged 

to reach the services in the town which is difficult. There was an incident of a lady who 

had sudden onset seizures in the middle of the night and the only healthcare provider 

available then was the “RMP doctor”, he came immediately when called, gave an 
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‘injection’ and accompanied the patient to the hospital the next day. There was one more 

incidence when a lady had severe dehydration from vomiting in the night, multiple 

attempts were made to contact the PHC staff when no one responded they tried to arrange 

for transportation to go to the town which was difficult, so they called the “RMP doctors”, 

one of them went, gave her IV fluids and advised to take to a hospital in town the next 

day. 

3.7.g Familiarity with the healthcare provider: 

The “RMP doctors” being from the same village are familiar and are trusted by the 

people, they are also familiar with the formal healthcare providers of private sector in the 

town and they serve as a bridge between the formal healthcare providers and the people in 

the village. 

People have this perception that the “RMP doctor” because of their constant company 

with the formal healthcare providers are knowledgeable about the various healthcare 

providers in the town. So, they always ask them and believe in their advice of where to 

seek care from for any type of illness. 

“outsiders might or might know no? so we ask the ‘RMP doctor’, like.” Which hospital 

would be better to go to?” He has an idea no about hospitals? so we do like that.” (HH 

ID 100) 

“We ask Ramu, he knows all the hospitals and the doctors.” (HH ID 93) 

“Ramu only told us, that there they see well, so we went.” (HH ID 56) 

3.7.h Affordability:  

The “RMP doctors” in the village do not charge any payment during the consultation. 

Instead they conduct a “Vratam” or a meeting once a year where all the people in the 
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village gather and give money. People can choose how much to give based on the amount 

of services they have utilised throughout the year and based on their capacity to pay; no 

particular amount is demanded. Some people pay during the consultation time, but it is a 

choice. They only must spend money on buying medicines from the pharmacy. 

“Ramu we don’t pay anything, only we have to buy medicines.” (HH ID 87) 

“He does Satyanarayana pooja no? once in a year, then we give, how much ever we can, 

100 or 500, depending on conditions then.” (HH ID 87) 

“once a year he does "Satyanarayana vratam”, then, or depends on individual interest, 

they might pay as soon as they show to him. Medicines we only must get.” (HH ID 100) 

“when I started shaking all over, we called for two ‘RMP doctors’, couldn't reach them, 

then finally that fair doctor came and saw, he did not even take money, he came in the 

night.” (HH ID 65) 

“Ramu will come when we call so, that is ok, we pay for medicines only at the shop.” 

(HH ID 37) 

“for ‘RMP doctor’, we do not have to pay immediately, if in an year if he gives us 

treatment many times or if he comes many times for us, then once in an year he has 

"vratam" , then we give him more money but if we don't use much then we give less.” (HH 

ID 1) 

“he doesn't argue about how much. He doesn't demand anything” (HH ID 1) 

Because of this system where they do not have to be paid at the time of consultation 

women at home, can call him, without worrying about having to pay him. 
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“I don’t have to pay him no, only when he does “Satyanaraya Vratam”, my husband goes 

and gives money.” “my husband gives when he has money with him during the 

“Vratam”” (HH ID 37) 

Contrary to this, private hospitals have a consultation fee, fee for blood and investigations 

tests (which some people think are unnecessary) and have to pay for medicines in the 

pharmacy which is also within the establishment. There are also non-medical costs 

involved for the transportation. The opportunity costs for the household to seek care 

anywhere outside their doorstep may also be factor that favours the RMP 

“prescription, there will be a set amount for the appointment, that amount and then 

generally medicine and all we only must take from the pharmacy. There will be a 

pharmacy in the hospital no?  we have to just take from there.” (HH ID 100) 

“those people do a lot of tests no, that's why we don’t go first only.” (HH ID 100) 

“All the hospitals there is “Cheeti fee” (receipt) (appointment fee), and then we have to 

pay for medicines and tests” (HH ID 87) 

“in normal hospital consultation fees will be there, after that every test has its own fees, 

medicines also every hospital has its own medical shop, so we have to buy from their 

store only.” (HH ID 1) 

3.7.i Flexibility in service provision and services as per need  

A lady who is suffering from arthritis, who is financially dependent on her husband and 

whose kids are not at home receives Ayurveda medicines since her husband insists on 

that. Her pains have worsened since she started those. She wants allopathy medicine but 

cannot convince her husband to do so. So, the “RMP doctor” is secretly called and he 

prescribes the medicines for her. The fact that he does not demand payment upfront, 

comes home when people call him and the trust the woman has about him, has helped her 
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get some symptomatic relief. She was also diagnosed previously with Diabetes but was 

not put on treatment, since the husband does not take her to the hospital anymore she 

asked her daughter to call the “RMP doctor” and is taking treatment from him without her 

husband knowing. This flexibility in expressing their need without any fear or doubt 

makes them a very trusted source of health care 

There was a couple who were asked to stay at a hospital for more than a month for the 

reparative plastic surgery for the snake bite wound which formed a non-healing ulcer, 

they chose to come back home over staying at the hospital for treatment  because for them 

at that point coming back home was more important than getting the surgery.  After they 

came back home the wound was regularly dressed and taken care of by the “RMP doctor” 

till it healed. So, their felt need of coming back home and receiving the treatment from 

home is met by the local “RMP doctor”. 

3.7.j Gender norms and preferences 

The women, especially younger women for their obstetric needs prefer to see a “lady 

doctor”.  

“basically, normal problems we ask him, if there are any particular problems like ladies 

problem and all then we go to that concerned doctor.” (HH ID 100) 

But, older women who are familiar with the “RMP doctor” did not have this problem 

“I used to have stomach pain every time I have periods, I used to get pain here (holding 

her lower abdomen). Then I used to not be able to sit or stand when it is hurting. Until I 

call Ramu and he gave medicines and gave injections it used to not reduce” (HH ID 37) 

“I am 40 above now, since the post 2 years my periods became irregular, people in my 

family, neighbours and everyone told me that it is normal and it will be like that, but then 
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it became a bigger problem.. Then also when I asked which doctor to show to, our ‘RMP 

doctor’ only told me, that this gynaecology doctor is good, Dr. Vijayalakshmi garu, 

Narasapur, and I showed there only.” (HH ID 1). 

This could be due to the fact that the notions of propriety and gender norms that are 

different for women who are older. 

The opportunity that the women have to call the RMPs for health care to be delivered 

within their homes also makes it the most favoured for women in the village since 

walking to the PHC through the public road is also against the prevailing norms in the 

village. That the RMPs do not require any payment at the time of treatment also addresses 

the barrier that most women do not have the access to money or the autonomy to seek 

healthcare on their own. 

3.7.k Dislike for the local government hospital (PHC) 

There was a strong dislike among the respondents for medicines from the PHC, the 

general perception is that they stink, difficult to swallow, they are of low power, do not 

work and instead do more harm than good. 

“government hospital (PHC) I don’t usually go, not able to go, if I go sometimes, they 

give tablets, those tablets I don’t know, my nerves shiver when if take them.” (HH ID 91) 

“I am not taking medicines from here. Because only those medicines (from formal private 

practitioner) are working now”, (HH ID 65)  

“here they give lesser power medicine there he writes higher power medicine” (HH ID 

65) 

“I don't feel like taking those medicines and I find it difficult to go there and I don't like 

the smell. I will go to private hospital only even if I have to borrow money” (HH ID 7) 
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“we don't usually have that much interest in the PHC, that smell we can't bear. Even if 

they give medicines for free, we don't take, we will still buy medicines even if we have to 

borrow money” (HH ID 7) 

Few people who mentioned having attended the PHC had gone for injections from there, 

the dislike was only for the oral medications, and everyone gets their children vaccinated 

from the PHC. 

“Government hospital medicines don't suit me that is why I don't go there. We can't 

swallow because of the smell, that is why I don't go”, “I went just then 2 times to get 2 

injections done, that’s all. After that I never went there”, “no, I don't go because I can't 

swallow the medicines there”, “Otherwise it is fine to get injections done” (HH ID 11) 

“NO, only for my sons “teekas” (vaccines) I go, like for polio drops and all.” (HH ID 12) 

“I go sometimes, they do injections also there. These days i did not go because i couldn't 

walk.” (HH ID 64) 

“There only normally I used to go and get. if I don’t take medicines I used to go and get 

an injection done” ( HH ID 55) 

“When there is little problem I go here and get an injection done” (HH ID 53) 

There was a lady who used to take her diabetic medication from PHC previously but now 

she no longer does, because she believes that the PHC medicines made her sick. She once 

had severe fever; her married daughter who was visiting at that time took her to a hospital 

in town. There she was diagnosed with Diabetes and was started on medicines. Later she 

was told by the PHC staff who came for a survey that even the PHC medicines work fine 

for diabetes. Since she is no longer symptomatic, she started taking medicines from PHC, 

everyone she knows warned her that the PHC medicines make you sick and not to take 

them but she still used them, later on she had an episode of stroke and was taken to a 

private hospital which her sister and brother in law frequent. She was treated there and 
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recovered. Now she believes that the PHC medicines made her sick and does not want to 

take medicines from there anymore.  

“Everyone used to tell me not to get. still I used to go and get.” “You will have 

problems(health) if you take them, they used to say” “You are taking those medicines, you 

will get sick because of those, they used to say. Even then I used to get. now I got sick 

because of the government hospital medicines. I don’t go there anymore.” (HH ID 55) 

The only household whose first preference of health care for chronic illness was a public 

facility, one of the exceptions to the emerged pathways discussed at the beginning of the 

qualitative results reported that even though she only goes to a public facility, her 

condition was not improving with the medicines available in the government hospital and 

hence the doctor there prescribed her medicines which are not available in the 

government  facility to be purchased from outside. So now, she goes to the PHC for 

follow ups regularly if any routine check-up is abnormal, she goes to the government 

hospital in town but always buys medicines from a private pharmacy. She does not use 

government medicines anymore, but she occasionally gest injections from PHC for 

symptomatic relief of backpain. 

These opinions could have been shaped by their past experiences, hearsay from others, no 

existing efforts to bring faith in the facilities and association of the PHC with 

vaccinations, sterilisation and cataract camps also might be contributing factors.  

3.7.l Previous experience and attitude of healthcare provider:  

People tend to prefer or avoid a facility, or a provider based on a previous bad experience, 

For example, A lady had fever, showed it to the “RMP doctor” was taking medicines 

from him, but she was not getting better so, was advised by the “RMP doctor” to go to the 

PHC (this was the only participant in the entire study who was advised by the RMP to see 
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a public facility.)and get the blood tests done. She went twice but the doctor was not 

there. “When I went here to do blood tests, they said the doctor is on leave. She has not come 

back. I went there twice and just came back. They gave tablets normally only. And then I went to 

Narasapur government hospital.”  (HH ID 37) So, she had to go to the government hospital 

in town where she was diagnosed with typhoid fever and was given treatment, there the 

doctor changed BP medicine which she was on. The fever was still not getting better with 

government hospital medicine, then she went to private hospital, the private hospital 

doctor gave new medicines for fever and continued same tablets for BP, only here the 

fever got better. But the BP was still high (symptomatic) then she showed to RMP and the 

RMP prescribed new BP medication. She was feeling better after that and was using same 

medicines now. 

3.7.m Assisted referral 

Another main theme that emerged was the fact that the “RMP doctors” had good 

connections with the private hospitals in the town. So if some symptoms persists or if the 

RMP makes a judgment that it has to be seen by an expert, then he makes the effort to 

link them and even sometimes accompany them to specific private modern medical 

practitioners in the town, There were more than two narratives that described that the 

patients got special care and attention from the private hospital if they were referred by 

the RMP. It also raises the possibility that there may be a quid pro quo arrangement 

between the private sector hospitals and the RMPs 
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Chapter 4 

 Discussion and Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to explore the choice of health care providers and the 

reasons for those choices among the households in a rural village in Andhra Pradesh. 

The village was situated about 8 kms away from the nearest town and had a population of 

about 10,376 and had predominantly an agrarian community. The village does not have 

public transportation facilities. People depended on their vehicles or the auto-rikshaws 

which they could call for when in need.  

The exploration of healthcare choices in this study was mainly related to three major 

illness categories – chronic illness and hospitalisations in the previous one year and acute 

illness events in the past three months.  

The main finding was that healthcare delivery services available even in a small village in 

rural Andhra Pradesh was pluralistic in nature, that included the public and private 

sectors, multiple systems of medicine, and different kinds of providers with varying levels 

of training. This is in confirmation with the published literature on healthcare service 

provisioning in India.(Nahar et al., 2017);(Minocha, 1980) 

The closest available facility in terms of distance is the village Primary Health Centre. 

The location of this PHC is not at the centre of the village but at one end of the village as 

it caters to other adjacent villages. This PHC location is in a sparsely populated area and 

most of the people in the village find it not convenient to “walk till there”.  

There are 4 “RMP doctors”, all providing modern medicine services in this village. All 

are men. Three were educated to higher secondary level, the education level one “RMP 

doctor” is not known. 

The health care utilisation is predominantly the modern medical system practiced by the formal 

and the informal providers; other systems of medicine have only a minimal role in this setting. 
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From the analysis of the choice of healthcare providers of participants from the 

quantitative survey, there emerged a difference in their choices between the three 

categories of illnesses. The health care provider choice for the treatment of chronic 

illnesses and hospitalisations among the households was mainly the formal practitioners 

of modern medicine in the private sector. This was different in the case of acute illnesses 

where most of them preferred an informal health care provider over formal modern 

medical practitioners in the private sector for adults. These findings are similar to study 

done in rural Bihar and Uttar Pradesh (Raza et al., 2016).  

However, in the event of an acute illness among children, the households seemed to 

choose a specialist modern medical practitioner- paediatrician.  

The utilisation of public sector health facilities was negligible in all the three categories. 

Low utilisation of government facilities with the exception for maternity services has 

been a consistent finding across many settings in India.(Kujawski et al., 2018); (Das et al., 

2016b).  

When the choice of health providers of the households was further explored through the 

in-depth interviews, a pathway of how people choose the health providers they finally 

receive treatment from emerged. This pathway clearly indicated that the first point contact 

of the households for any kind of health care for adults is the local informal providers, the 

‘RMP doctors’; the untrained, unqualified, unauthorised practitioners of modern 

medicine.  The decision to seek any care for a health condition seemed to begin with a 

perception of the severity of the symptoms that the members of the household 

experienced. When the symptoms were perceived as mild expressed as “chinna chinna 

vatiki”, “maamuluga” both indicating small or mild illnesses, they resort to no treatment 

or self- medication from pharmacies or neighbours. If the symptoms persist, the first point 

of health care is from an informal provider (RMP doctor) who is a locale and be called to 
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their homes for any treatment. This “RMP doctor” as first point of contact for healthcare 

is consistent with findings from previous studies where people in rural areas of Andhra 

Pradesh chose curative care from Informal Practitioners as first choice of 

healthcare(Gautham et al., 2011). 

In most of the cases depending on the perceived severity of illness, if symptoms do not 

get better or persist, the decision regarding the next course of action is made by the “RMP 

doctor” and in some cases on advice of the formal private practitioner of modern 

medicine he is familiar with. Accordingly, he either prescribed medicines, ordered blood 

tests or referred to a formal private practitioner. Who the patient was referred to depended 

on who the “RMP doctor” was, “if we show to Ramu then to new MD, if we show to 

Ramesh then old MD, like that”( HH ID 5) based their familiarity with the formal health 

care provider and it was predominantly to a private formal practitioner of modern 

medicine. The pattern was the same for chronic diseases, acute illnesses, and 

hospitalisations of adults. 

Referral to public provider was exceedingly rare and only one of the participants for one 

illness episode in this study was referred to a public facility, rest all are referred to a 

private practitioner.  

This pattern of informal practitioner being the first point contact for healthcare was 

however completely different in the case of illnesses among children. In the case of 

children, it was always the specialist modern medicine practitioner – the paediatrician. 

The narratives indicate the feeling that one could not ‘neglect’ the illness in children or 

take it lightly unlike in the case of adults. Traditional practices, where women spent the 

pregnancy and postpartum period at maternal homes, the hospital design where 

obstetrician and paediatrician co-exist in a single set up or within a referral network, led 

to initiation of healthcare seeking for the children at these establishments close to the 
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maternal homes of these women. The women’s familiarity with these services accentuated 

by high perceived need of healthcare for children led to the choice of healthcare provider 

always being a formal private medical practitioner who is a specialist-paediatrician. 

And the large gap between the knowledge of the people and formal healthcare providers 

make people trust in the knowledge of the “ RMP doctors” to serve as a bridge between 

them.(Nahar et al., 2017) 

The practice of the informal practitioners is culturally and locally embedded. They cater 

to the needs of the local villagers and probably have understood the ‘language and 

shaping of the illness’ in the community. The growing aging population who are living 

alone in the villages when their children moved to the towns and cities are being serviced 

by the “RMP doctors”. In the times of emergencies, these “RMP doctors” are the only 

health care providers available and because of their familiarity with the formal private 

practitioners and on their advice do more good than harm in providing primary health care 

till appropriate care is received in the hospital.  

There is also reluctance on the part of the people to physically go to a provider. Going 

“walk till there”, to PHC is perceived as an inconvenience because there is an established 

convenient system catering to the needs of the people. All the informal providers in the 

village prescribed modern medicines and they provide 24*7 on call services delivered at 

people’s homes. The “RMP doctors” come whenever they are called and provide 

“Domesticated modern medicine” (Nahar et al., 2017) services at the door step. 

Preference to ‘door-step’ delivery of services by the “RMP doctor” might also be due to 

the lack of public transportation in the village. However, the reason people chose “RMP 

Doctor’s” is because they satisfy their felt need providing home treatment, symptomatic 

treatment, with no hassle of  upfront payment, and they are embedded culturally and 

socially in the community, accentuated by the general dislike to public facilities 
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perpetuating a practice of convenient door-step delivery of medical services which people 

got so used to and find even travelling 2kms for healthcare services as inconvenient.  

Every household also had a most favoured informal provider that they first call in case of 

a need and in the event of their unavailability chose another informal provider. The “RMP 

doctors” do not demand a payment at the point of care, they have a special system in 

place where people can pay them once a year, how much ever they want. (Here, it is 

important to note that people are prescribed modern medicines by the “RMP doctors” 

which they have to buy and some of the local pharmacies are owned by the “RMP 

doctors” themselves.) This plurality of options, in the available and willing healthcare 

providers who deliver the services at the door-step, free of cost at the time of consultation 

, in a culture that was used to “RMP doctors” from generations favours the utilisations of 

“RMP doctors” and the advice they give to go to a formal private practitioner more 

acceptable over choosing public health care services. 

The reasons like accessibility, affordability, availability and familiarity are in line with the 

reasons found during literature review for favouring Informal practitioners(May et al., 

2014);(Dharmaraj and Duttagupta, 2013) 

There is a general dislike and hesitance to use government health services, and strong 

dislike for the medicines given free of cost at the government health facilities. Previous 

bad experience with the government hospitals because of non-availability of doctor was 

one of the reasons for disliking PHC. 

This study was to understand the health care provider choices of people and why do they 

make those choices and not about how effective or efficient the providers were. No “RMP 

doctors” were contacted or interviewed during the study Therefore policy 

recommendations on “RMP doctors” and their future course is beyond the scope of the 

study. 
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4.1 Conclusion 

The healthcare delivery system is pluralistic even in a remote rural village which is the 

study setting. The healthcare service options from various systems of medicines were 

available in both public and private sectors delivered through formal and informal 

providers. 

The study findings suggest that people favoured private sector services over public sector 

for chronic illness, acute illness and hospitalisation events. Among adults the first 

provider of choice irrespective of the type of illness was the “RMP doctor”. The next 

course of action depended on the advice of the “RMP doctor” based on the perceived 

severity of symptoms. In cases where further referral for higher care is required the “RMP 

doctors” invariably referred to the formal private practitioners of modern medicine. This 

significantly varied in case of children where a private formal provider was invariably the 

first choice. 

The use of public healthcare services is negligible for all the illness categories. 

Conventionally people ignored the public healthcare services and, in some cases, 

expressed dislike to them, even those who have never visited the public health facilities. 

People are conditioned to a practice of door-step delivery of healthcare services whenever 

required by the “RMP doctors” who are familiar and culturally and socially embedded in 

the community without having to worry about paying at the hour of need. 

4.2 Public health implication:  

In rural India the health care provision is based on a three-tier model where the sub-

centres and PHCs are supposed to be the first point of contact for the people with the 

health care services who are then referred further up to higher centres. The study findings 

suggest that the preferred first point of contact for majority of people are the informal 
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practitioners- “RMP doctors” and a network of private sector hospitals to which they 

refer.  

Thus, the first link between the community and the public health services is broken and 

there is a decreased utilisation of public health services. In a sense people are being 

diverted from public health services to the private services which results in a higher out of 

pocket expenditure for healthcare. 

Most of the national policies plan on increasing the health workforce to increase the 

utilisation of public health services. Mere increase in the number of health care providers 

might not increase the public sector utilisation when people don’t trust the facilities and 

dislike the medicines. More research needs to be done on why people dislike the 

medicines provided in the PHC. Efficacy and quality tests done on the common drugs 

should be communicated to the people to overcome this dislike and efforts should be 

made to build trust on public health services. 
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Annexure 1 

Health care seeking from formal and informal health care providers in a village in rural Andhra Pradesh: Interview schedule 

Serial number: __, Date: ____Contact no: ___, Household ID: __, House no and address: __Thank you for agreeing to participate in this interview regarding health care 

seeking an health care providers that you access. To begin with, I would like to know from you some basic information regarding the members of this household. 

1. Do you have a white ration card? A. yes, B. No. 

2. Do you have any insurance card? A. yes, B. No, C. Specify the type of card__________________.   

Codes: Relation to respondent: 1.Self, 2.Spouse, 3.Parent, 4.Unmarried Child, 5.Married child, 6.Spouse of married child,7. In-law, 8. Unmarried sibling,9.married sibling, 

10.spouse of married sibling,  11. Grandchild, 12.Others:specify. Sex: 1. Male, 2. Female, 3. Others. Highest Educational status:1. No formal education, 2. Elementary 

school, 3. High school, 4. College-intermediate, 5. College-degree, 6. College-postgraduate. Occupation: 1. Un-employed, 2. Agriculture, 3. Self-employed, 4. Private 

employee, 5. Government employee, 6. Home maker without wage earning, 7. Home maker with wage earning, 8. Home maker, MNREGA. 
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Annexure 2 
గ్రా మీణ ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ లోని ఒక గ్రా మంలో అధికరరిక మరియు అనధికరరిక ఆరోగ్య సంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల న ండి ఆరోగ్య సంరక్షణ: ఇంటర్యూ షెడ్యయల్ 

సీరియల్ న ెంబరు:..  ..... తేదీ:క ెంటాక్్ట న ెంబరు:.................,ఇెంటి ఐడి: 
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ మరియు మీరు యాకసెస్ చేసే ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతలకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన ఈ ఇెంటర్యూలో ప లగొ నడానికి అెంగీకరిెంచినెందుకు ధనయవ దాలు ప ర రెంభెంచడెం కొరకు, ఈ ఇెంటిలోని 
సభ్ుయలకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన ప ర థమిక సమాచార నిి మీ నుెంచి నేను తెలుసుకోవ లనుకుెంటునాిను. 

3. తెలల  రేషన్ క రుు  ఉెందా? A. అవును, B. క దు. 
4. మీకు ఏదైెనా బీమా క రుు  ఉనిదా? ఎ. అవును, బి. లేదు, C. క రుు  యొకక రక నిి పేరకకనెండి. 

కోడ్ లు: ప్రతిసపందకునికి సంబంధ్ం: 1. సీయయ, 2. జీవిత భాగ్స్ యమి, 3. తల్లలదెండరర లు, 4. పెళ్లలక ని బిడు , 5. వివ హిత బిడు , 6. వివ హెం చేసుకుని బిడు  యొకక జీవిత భాగ్స్ యమి, 7. ఇన్-
లా, 8. పెళ్లలక ని తోబుటు్ వు, 9. వివ హిత తోబుటు్ వు, 10. వివ హిత తోబుటు్ వు యొకక జీవిత భాగ్స్ యమి, 11. సెంతానెం, 12. ఇతర లు: పేరకకనెండి.సెక్స్:1. ప్ురుషుడర, 2. సీర ,ీ 3.ఇతర లు. 
అతయయననత విదాయ సథితి: 1. లాెంఛనప ర యమ ైన విదయ లేదు, 2. ఇలెమ ెంటరీ సకకల్, 3. ఉనిత ప ఠశ ల, 4. కళాశ ల-ఇెంటరీీడియట్, 5. కళాశ ల-డిగీీ, 6. క లేజి-పో సు్ గ ీ డరయయేట్.వృతిి:1. 
అన్-ఎెంప ల యమ ెంట్, 2. వయవస్ యెం, 3. సయయెం ఉప ధ , 4. పైెీవేటు ఉదయ యగి, 5. ప్రభ్ుతయ ఉదయ యగి, 6. కూల్ల సెంప దన లేకుెండా హోమ్ మేకర్, 7. వేతన సెంప దనలో ఉని హోమ్ మేకర్, 8. 
హోమ్ మేకర్, ఎెంఎన్ ఆర్ ఈజీఏ. 
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 ఎ
 ఆ
సు
ప్తి

రలో
 ఉ
నా
ిర
ు?

 

గ్డి
చిన

 మ
ూడ

ర న
 లల

ోల ఏ
దెైన

ా 
ఇత

ర 
అస

యసి
త 
ఉన

ిద
ా? 

అవ
ున
ు/
క ద

ు 
ఒక

వేళ
 అ
వు
ను
 అ
య

తే,
 

అన
ారో
గ్యత

 పే
రకక

నెం
డి 

దీని
 కొ
రక
ు ఏ

దెైన
ా  
చిక

ితె
ను
 

ఆశ్
ీయ

ెంచ
ార 
? 
అవ

ున
ు/
క ద

ు?
 

ఎవ
రు
/ఎ

కక
డ 
ను
ెంచి

 చి
కిత

ెన
ు 

ఆశ్
ీయ

ెంచ
ారు

? 
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Annexure 3 

Health care seeking from formal and informal health care providers in a village 

in rural Andhra Pradesh  

 

 

Respondent ID: 

Guide for in-depth interview 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this interview regarding health care seeking and health 

care providers that you access. To begin with, I would like to know from you some basic 

information regarding the members of this household. 

 

Section 1: Background information regarding the informant and their household 

Name of the informant: 

House no and address: ………………. 

Contact no. ……………………………. 

Date: 

Type of house 1. Kutcha house 
2. Pucca House 
3. Semi-pucca house 

Do you have a white Ration card? 1. Yes 
2. No 

Do you have a Arogyasree /any other 
insurance card? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Specify which card 

Religion 1. Hindu 
2. Christian 
3. Muslim 
4. Others 

Caste 1. General 
2. OBC 
3. SC/ST 
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Serial 
numbe
r 

Relation 
to 
respond
ent 

Head of 
the family 
Yes/No 

sex Age Education
al status 

Occupatio
n 
 

H/O any 
chronic 
diseases 
Yes/No  

If yes, 
what is 
the 
condition
? 

where do 
they usually 
seek 
treatment 

H/O 
hospitalisat
ion in the 
past one 
year? 

If yes, 
for 
what? 

Where 
were they 
hospitalise
d? 

H/O any 
other 
illness in 
the past 
three 
months
? 
Yes/No 

Type of 
illness 

Any 
treatment 
sought? And 
from where? 

1 Respond
ent 
(self) 
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Section 2: Guidelines for in-depth interviews with informants 

From the information that you have provided I would like to understand the reasons for 

choosing to seek health care and the reasons for the choice of the health providers that were 

made in the in this household. Let me start by asking you about the hospitals and health 

providers available to you in case of a need 

Perception regarding health care providers available in the area: 

1. According to you, which are the hospitals, clinics, doctors and the various health care 

providers that people in this village has access to? (In this village and outside)  

2. Among the ones listed, which are the closest ones to your household in terms of 

distance? 

3. Which one of these are your most favoured ones? Probe why are those the favoured 

ones? Are they the same for all illnesses in the families? How is it different? Is there 

difference in the preference based on the condition/age or sex or the members of the 

household/affordability of available health care providers? 

4. Who generally decides regarding whom to seek care for an illness? would like to know 

regarding each of the episodes of treatment seeking that happened in the household in 

the last one year  

I would like to ask you in detail regarding each of the episode of treatment seeking that had 

happened 

Health care seeking for chronic diseases: (This will be explored for each of the ones listed in the 

Table above.) 

1. Can you please provide details on when the condition was diagnosed? (Write the name 

and age of the member) (Probe: How was it diagnosed? What symptoms prompted to 

seek health care? Did they recognise their symptoms on their own or did someone else 

did? Probe regarding who and how was it first considered an issue to seek health care 

for?) 

2. As soon as it was recognised as a health issue, who was the first provider to be 

consulted? What are the reasons for choosing this provider or place for health care from 

all those you listed above? (probe in detail for informal health care providers) 

3. How was that decision made? Who was the main decision maker? Probe – was there a 

discussion in the family, did the person have a say in it, was it discussed with someone 

outside the family – general decision-making process in the family related to health care 

seeking 

4. Was the health provider ever changed? If yes, probe about why and who made the 

decision, what were the main reasons? Probe in detail regarding change in health 

providers over the years and the reasons for the same? Also, regarding people or 

matters that have influenced their decision making at each point?  

5. Do you regularly go for follow ups/not? Why? 

6. Was any of these decisions ever made influenced by any financial reasons? (probe-like 

affordability, payment, insurance) 

7. Was having to people accompany them, distance, time, convenience play a role in 

decision making? (probe what was convenient, personality, familiarity, being 

comfortable) 

8. Were you satisfied with the services provided by your choice of health care provider?  
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Hospitalisation in the last one year: 

 

1. Can you please provide details on when the condition was diagnosed? Write the name 

and age of the member (Probe: How was it diagnosed? What symptoms prompted to 

seek health care? Did they recognise their symptoms on their own or did someone else 

did? Probe regarding who and how was it first considered an issue to seek health care 

for?) 

2. As soon as it was recognised as a health issue, who was the first provider to be 

consulted? What are the reasons for choosing this provider or place for health care from 

all those you listed above? (probe in detail for informal health care providers) 

3. How was that decision made? Who was the main decision maker? Probe – was there a 

discussion in the family, was the person have a say in it, was it discussed with someone 

outside the family – general decision-making process in the family related to health care 

seeking 

4. Do you regularly go for follow ups/not? Why? 

5. Was any of these decisions ever made influenced by any financial reasons? (probe-like 

affordability, payment, insurance) 

6. Was having to people accompany them, distance, time, convenience play a role in 

decision making? (probe what was convenient, personality, familiarity, being 

comfortable) 

7. Were you satisfied with the services provided by your choice of health care provider?  

 

 

Health care seeking for acute illnesses: 

1. Can you please provide details on when the condition was diagnosed? Write the name 

and age of the member (Probe: How was it diagnosed? What symptoms prompted to 

seek health care? Did they recognise their symptoms on their own or did someone else 

did? Probe regarding who and how was it first considered an issue to seek health care 

for?) 

2. As soon as it was recognised as a health issue, who was the first provider to be 

consulted? What are the reasons for choosing this provider or place for health care from 

all those you listed above? (If it is an informal health care provider probe into further 

details) 

3. How was that decision made? Who was the main decision maker? Probe – was there a 

discussion in the family, was the person have a say in it, was it discussed with someone 

outside the family – general decision-making process in the family related to health care 

seeking 

4. Was the health provider ever changed? If yes, probe about why and who made the 

decision, what were the main reasons? Probe in detail regarding change in health 

providers over the years and the reasons for the same? Also, regarding people or 

matters that have influenced their decision making at each point?  

5. Do you usually go for follow ups/not? Why? 
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6. Was any of these decisions ever made influenced by any financial reasons? (probe-like 

affordability, payment, insurance) 

7. Was having to people accompany them, distance, time, convenience play a role in 

decision making? (probe what was convenient, personality, familiarity, being 

comfortable) 

8. Were you satisfied with the services provided by your choice of health care provider?  

 

Satisfaction with the health care services provided 

1. What is your overall opinion on the health care services available to you? 

2. Can you comment on any changes that have happened over the years? 

3. What changes would you wish to see in the available health care services, that would 

benefit you? 

 

Is there anything you wish to add further? 

Thank you for participating in the interview, If I need any further information, I would get back to 

you with any follow up questions. If you seek/wish to provide any clarifications or any other 

additional details, you can contact the people whose details are given in the participant 

information sheet. 
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Annexure 4 
గ్రా మీణ ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ లోని ఒక గ్రా మంలో అధికరరిక మరియు అనధకిరరిక ఆరోగ్య సంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల న ండి ఆరోగ్య 

సంరక్షణ 
 
ప్రతిసపెందకుడి ID:________ 
ఇన్ డెపి్త ఇంటర్యూ కొరకు గ్ ైడ్ 
 
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ మరియు మీరు యాకసెస్ చసేే ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతలకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన ఈ ఇెంటర్యూలో 
ప లగొ నడానికి అెంగీకరిెంచినెందుకు ధనయవ దాలు. ప ర రెంభెంచడెం కొరకు , ఈ ఇెంటలిోని సభ్ుయలకు 
సెంబెంధ ెంచిన ప ర థమిక సమాచార నిి మీ నుెంచి ననేు తలెుసుకోవ లనుకుెంటునాిను. 
 
విభాగ్ం-1: ఇన్ాారమర్ మరియు వరరి కుట ంభానికి సంబంధించిన న్పే్థ్య సమాచారం 
సమాచారెం ఇచేేవ రి పేరు: 
ఇెంట ిన ెంబరు మరయిు చిరునామా:.................. 
ఫో ను నెంబరు....................................... 
తేదీ: 
ఇెంట ిరకెం 4. కుతే ఇలుల  

5. ప్క క ఇలుల  
6. అరధ ప్క క ఇలుల  

తెలల  రషేన్ క రుు  ఉెందా? 3. అవును 
4. క దు 

మీకు ఆరోగ్యశ్ర/ీమరదేెనైా ఇనకెరసన్ె క రుు  ఉెందా? 4. అవును 
5. క దు 
6. ఏ రకమ ైన క రుు , పేరకకనెండ ి

మతెం 5. హిెందక 
6. కసరైసరవ 
7. ముసథల ెం 
8. తద తరులు 

కుల 4. జనరల్ 
5. ఓబీస ీ
6. ఎసీె/ఎసీ్ 
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కీమ 
సెంఖ్య 

ప్రతిసపెం
దకునికి 
సెంబెం
ధెం 

కుటుెంబ 
పెదద? 
అవును/
క దు 

ల్లెంగ్ 
 

వ
య
సు 

విదాయ 
సథితి 

వృతిర  
 

ముెందు 
 ఏవ నైా 
దీరఘక ల్లక 
వ యధులు 
ఉనాియా? 
అవును/క దు 

ఒకవళే 
అవును 
అయతే,  
ఏ వ యధ ? 

దీని కొరకు 
 స్ ధారణెంగ  
చికతిె  ఎకకడ 
నుెండ ి
తీసుకుెంటారు 
 

గ్డచిిన 
సెంవతెర 
క లెంలో  
మీరు 
ఆసుప్తిరలో 
చేర ర ? 
  

ఒకవళే 
అవును 
అయతే
, దేని 
కొరకు? 

ఏ 
ఆసుప్
తిరలో 
చేర రు 
 

గ్డచిిన  మూడర 
న లల వయవధ లో 
 ఏదెనైా ఇతర 
అనారోగ్యెంతో 
బాధప్డాు ర ?అవు
ను/క దు 

ఏ 
రకమ నై 
అనారో
గ్యెం 
 

ఏదెైనా చికతిె 
తీసుకునాిర ? 
ఎకకడ ినుెంచి? 

1 ప్రతిసపెం
దకుడర 
సీయయ 
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విభాగ్ం-2: ఇన్ఫారరమంట్స్ తో ఇన్ డపిె్త ఇంటర్యూలకు మారగదరశకరలు 
మీరు అెంద ెంచిన సమాచారెం నుెంచి, ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ఎెంచుకోవడానిక ిగ్ల క రణాలను ననేు అరిెం 
చేసుకోవ లనుకుెంటునాిను, మరియు ఈ ఇెంటలిో నిరణయెంచిన ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల ఎెంపథకకు క రణాలు 
 ననేు అరిెం  చసేుకోవ లనుకుెంటునాిను. మీకు అెందుబాటులో ఉని ఆసపతుర లు మరయిు ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల 
గ్ురిెంచి మిమీల్లి అడగ్డెం దాయర  ప ర రెంభస్ ర ను. 
 
 పరర ంతంలో లభ్యమయ్యయ ఆరోగ్య సంరక్షణ ప్రదాతలకు సంబంధంిచి అవగ్రహన: 

5. మీ అభప ర యెం ప్రక రెం, ఈ గ ీమెంలోని ప్రజలు ఏ ఆసుప్తుర లు, కిలనిక్ట లు, వ దైుయలు మరయిు 
వివిధ ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల దగొ్రికు  వ ళతారు? (ఈ గ ీమములో మరియు బయట) 

6. జాబితా చయేబడు వ రలిో, దకరెం ప్రెంగ  మీ కుటుెంబానికి అతయెంత దగొ్ రసరన ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల 
ఎవరు? 

7. జాబితా చయేబడు వ రలిో మీకు అతయెంత ఇష్మ నై ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల ఎవరు (శోధ ెంచెండి, వ రు 
ఎెందుకు? కుటుెంబాలోల  అనిి అనారోగ యలకు అవి ఒకలేా ఉనాియా? ఇద  ఎలా భనిమ ైనద ? ఆ 
ప్రసిథితి/వయసుె/ ల్లెంగ్/ఇెంటిలోని సభ్ుయలు/లభ్యెం అవుతుని ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల 
యొకక స్ మరధూెం ఆధారెంగ  ప ర ధానయెంలో తడేా ఉెందా? 

8. అనారోగ్య౦ విషయ౦లో శ్దీధ  తీసుకోవ లని, ఎవరనిి కలవ ల్లని స్ ధారణ౦గ  ఎవరు నిరణయస్ ర రు? 
(గ్డిచిన సెంవతెర క లెంలో ఇెంటలిో జరగిిన ప్రతి చికితె యొకక ప్రతి ప్టు్  గ్ురిెంచి తలెుసుకోవ ల్ల) 
 

జరగిిన చికితె యొకక ప్రతి ప్టు్  కు సెంబెంధ ెంచి వివర లు నేను మిమీల్లి సవిసరరెంగ  అడగ లని 
అనుకుెంటునాిను. 
 
దీరఘకరలిక వరయధ్ ల కొరకు కోరే ఆరోగ్య సంరక్షణ: (పెైన జాబితా చయేబడు  ప్రతి దాని కొరకు ఇద  
అనేయషథెంచబడరతుెంద .) 

1. దయచసేథ వ యధ  నిర ధ రణ అయనప్ుపడర వివర లను అెంద ెంచగ్లరు?(సభ్ుయడ ియొకక పేరు 
మరియు వయసుెను ర యెండి )(శోధ ెంచెండి: ఎలా నిర ధ రిెంచబడిెంద ? మీరు ఏ లక్షణాలు వలల  
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోరుకునాిర? వ రు వ రి లక్షణాలను సయయెంగ  గ్ురిరెంచార  లేదా మరకకరు 
చేశ ర ? (శోధ ెంచాల్ల- మొదటసి్ రి దీనిి ఎవరు మరయిు ఎలా, ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోసెం ఒక 
సమసయగ  ప్రగి్ణ ెంచారు?). 

2.  దీనిని ఆరోగ్య సమసయగ  గ్ురిరెంచిన వ ెంటనే, సెంప్రద ెంచిన మొదట ిఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల ఎవరు? పెనై 
జాబితా చయేబడు అెందర ినుెంచి ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కొరకు ఈ ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాత లేదా ప్రదశే నిి 
ఎెంచుకోవడానికి క రణాలు ఏమిట?ి (అనియత ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల కొరకు వివరెంగ  
శోధ ెంచెండి). 

3. ఆ నిరణయెం ఎలా జరిగిెంద ? ప్రధాన నిరణయాలు తీసుకునేవయకిర ఎవరు? (శోధ ెంచెండి:  – కుటుెంబెంలో 
చరే జరగిిెందా, ఆ వయకిర అభప ర యెం ప్రగి్ణ ెంచబడిెందా? ఇద  కుటుెంబెం వ లుప్ల ఎవరతిోన నైా 
చరిే ెంచబడిెంద -ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన కుటుెంబెంలో స్ ధారణ నిరణయెం తీసుకునే ప్రకియీ. 
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4. ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాత ఎప్ుపడెైనా మార ర ? ఒకవళే అవును అయతే, ఎెందుకు మరయిు ఎవరు 
నిరణయెంతీసుకునాిరు అని శోధ ెంచెండి, ప్రధాన క రణాలు ఏమిట?ి సెంవతెర లోల  ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల 
యొకక మారుపకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి మరిెంత వివరెంగ  శోధ ెంచెండి, మరయిు దీనికి గ్ల క రణాలు 
ఏమిట?ి అలాగ ేప్రతి మారుప వదద  తమ నిరణయానిి ప్రభావితెం చేసథన వయకుర లు లేదా విషయాల 
గ్ురిెంచి కూడా శోధ ెంచెండ?ి 

5. మీరు కమీెం తప్పకుెండా ఫ లో అప ల కోసెం వ ళార ర ? అవును/క దు? ఎెందుకు? 
6. ఆరిిక క రణాలు ఈ నిరణయాలను ఏవ నైా ప్రభావితెం చేశ యా? (శోధ ెంచడెం-భ్రిెంచగ్ల 

స్ మరిూెం,చెల్లలెంప్ు, భీమా వెంటివి) 
7. తోడర అవసరెం, దకరెం, సమయెం, స్ౌలభ్యెం నిరణయెం తీసుకోవడెంలో ప తర పో షథస్ ర యా? (వయకిరతయెం, 

ప్రచియెం, స్ౌకరయమెంతగ  ఉెండటెం గ్ురిెంచి శోధ ెంచెండి) 
8. మీకు నచిేన ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాత దాయర  అెంద ెంచబడు  సవేలతో మీరు సెంతృపథర  చెెందార ? 

 
 

గ్త సంవత్రంలో ఆస ప్తిరలో చేరిన సంఘటన: 
 

8. దయచసేథ వ యధ  నిర ధ రణ అయనప్ుపడర వివర లను అెంద ెంచగ్లరు?(సభ్ుయడ ియొకక పేరు 
మరియు వయసుెను ర యెండి )(శోధ ెంచెండి: ఎలా నిర ధ రిెంచబడిెంద ? మీరు ఏ లక్షణాలు వలల  
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోరుకునాిర ? వ రు వ రి లక్షణాలను సయయెంగ  గ్ురిరెంచార  లేదా మరకకరు 
చేశ ర ? (శోధ ెంచాల్ల- మొదటసి్ రి దీనిి ఎవరు మరయిు ఎలా, ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోసెం ఒక 
సమసయగ  ప్రగి్ణ ెంచారు?). 

9.  దీనిని ఆరోగ్య సమసయగ  గ్ురిరెంచిన వ ెంటనే, సెంప్రద ెంచిన మొదట ిఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల ఎవరు? పెనై 
జాబితా చయేబడు అెందర ినుెంచి ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కొరకు ఈ ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాత లేదా ప్రదశే నిి 
ఎెంచుకోవడానికి క రణాలు ఏమిట?ి (అనియత ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల కొరకు వివరెంగ  
శోధ ెంచెండి). 

10. ఆ నిరణయెం ఎలా జరిగిెంద ? ప్రధాన నిరణయాలు తీసుకునే వయకిర ఎవరు? (శోధ ెంచెండి:  – కుటుెంబెంలో 
చరే జరగిిెందా, ఆ వయకిర అభప ర యెం ప్రగి్ణ ెంచబడిెందా? ఇద  కుటుెంబెం వ లుప్ల ఎవరతిోన నైా 
చరిే ెంచబడిెంద -ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన కుటుెంబెంలో స్ ధారణ నిరణయెంతీసుకున ే
ప్రకియీ.) 

11. మీరు కమీెం తప్పకుెండా ఫ లో అప ల కోసెం వ ళాల ర ? అవును/క దు? ఎెందుకు? 
12. ఆరిిక క రణాలు ఈ నిరణయాలను ఏవ నైా ప్రభావితెం చేశ యా? (శోధ ెంచడెం-భ్రిెంచగ్ల 

స్ మరిూెం,చెల్లలెంప్ు, భీమా వెంటివి) 
13. తోడర అవసరెం, దకరెం, సమయెం, స్ౌలభ్యెం నిరణయెం తీసుకోవడెంలో ప తర పో షథస్ ర యా? (వయకిరతయెం, 

ప్రచియెం, స్ౌకరయమెంతగ  ఉెండటెం గ్ురిెంచి శోధ ెంచెండి) 
14. మీకు నచిేన ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాత దాయర  అెంద ెంచబడు  సవేలతో మీరు సెంతృపథర  చెెందార ? 
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గ్డిచిన  మూడ్ు న్ెలల వయవధలిో ఏదెైన్ా ఇతర అన్ారోగ్యం: 
1. దయచసేథ వ యధ  నిర ధ రణ అయనప్ుపడర వివర లను అెంద ెంచగ్లరు?(సభ్ుయడ ియొకక పేరు 

మరియు వయసుెను ర యెండి )(శోధ ెంచెండి: ఎలా నిర ధ రిెంచబడిెంద ? మీరు ఏ లక్షణాలు వలల  
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోరుకునాిర ? వ రు వ రి లక్షణాలను సయయెంగ  గ్ురిరెంచార  లేదా మరకకరు 
చేశ ర ? (శోధ ెంచాల్ల- మొదటసి్ రి దీనిి ఎవరు మరయిు ఎలా, ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోసెం ఒక 
సమసయగ  ప్రగి్ణ ెంచారు?). 

2.  దీనిని ఆరోగ్య సమసయగ  గ్ురిరెంచిన వ ెంటనే, సెంప్రద ెంచిన మొదట ిఆరోగ్య ప్రదాతల ఎవరు? పెనై 
జాబితా చయేబడు అెందర ినుెంచి ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కొరకు ఈ ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాత లేదా ప్రదశే నిి 
ఎెంచుకోవడానికి క రణాలు ఏమిట?ి (అనియత ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల కొరకు వివరెంగ  
శోధ ెంచెండి). 

3. ఆ నిరణయెం ఎలా జరిగిెంద ? ప్రధాన నిరణయాలు తీసుకునే వయకిర ఎవరు? (శోధ ెంచెండి:  – 
కుటుెంబెంలో చరే జరిగిెందా, ఆ వయకిర అభప ర యెం ప్రగి్ణ ెంచబడిెందా? ఇద  కుటుెంబెం వ లుప్ల 
ఎవరతిోన నైా చరిేెంచబడిెంద -ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణకు సెంబెంధ ెంచిన కుటుెంబెంలో స్ ధారణ 
నిరణయెంతీసుకున ేప్రకియీ. 

4. ఆరోగ్య ప్రదాత ఎప్ుపడెైనా మార ర ? ఒకవళే అవును అయతే, ఎెందుకు మరయిు ఎవరు 
నిరణయెంతీసుకునాిరు అని శోధ ెంచెండి, ప్రధాన క రణాలు ఏమిట?ి సెంవతెర లోల  ఆరోగ్య 
ప్రదాతల యొకక మారుపకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి మరిెంత వివరెంగ  శోధ ెంచెండి, మరయిు దీనికి గ్ల 
క రణాలు ఏమిటి? అలాగే ప్రతి మారుప వదద  తమ నిరణయానిి ప్రభావితెం చసేథన వయకుర లు లేదా 
విషయాల గ్ురిెంచి కూడా శోధ ెంచెండ?ి 

5. మీరు కమీెం తప్పకుెండా ఫ లో అప ల కోసెం వ ళాల ర ? అవును/క దు? ఎెందుకు? 
6. ఆరిిక క రణాలు ఈ నిరణయాలను ఏవ నైా ప్రభావితెం చేశ యా? (శోధ ెంచడెం-భ్రిెంచగ్ల 

స్ మరిూెం,చెల్లలెంప్ు, భీమా వెంటివి) 
7. తోడర అవసరెం, దకరెం, సమయెం, స్ౌలభ్యెం నిరణయెం తీసుకోవడెంలో ప తర పో షథస్ ర యా? 

(వయకిరతయెం, ప్రచియెం, స్ౌకరయమెంతగ  ఉెండటెం గ్ురిెంచి శోధ ెంచెండి) 
8. మీకు నచిేన ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాత దాయర  అెంద ెంచబడు  సవేలతో మీరు సెంతృపథర  చెెందార ? 
 

ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ సవేలతో సెంతృపథర  
4. మీకు లభ్యెం అయేయ ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ సవేలపెై మీ సెంప్ూరణ అభప ర యెం ఏమిట?ి 
5. సెంవతెర ల తరబడి జరిగని మారుపలను మీరు వ యఖ్ాయనిెంచగ్లరు? 
6. లభ్యెం అవుతుని ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ సవేలోల  మీకు ప్రయోజనానిి ప ెందడానికి మీరు ఎలాెంట ి

మారుపలను చకడాలనుకుెంటునాిరు? 
 

మీరు ఇెంక  ఏదెనైా జాడిెంచాలనుకుెంటునాిర ? 
ఇెంటర్యూలో ప లగొ నిెందుకు ధనయవ దాలు, ఒకవళే నాకు తదుప్రి సమాచారెం అవసరెం అయతే, తదుప్ర ి
ప్రశ్ిలతో ననేు మిమీల్లి సెంప్రద స్ ర ను 
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. ఒకవళే మీరు ఏదెనైా వివరణలు లేదా ఏదెనైా ఇతర అదనప్ు వివర లను అెంద ెంచాలని కోరుకునిటలయతే, 
ప లగొ నవే ర ిసమాచార ప్తరెంలో ఇవయబడు  వివర లను మీరు సెంప్రద ెంచగ్లరు. 
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Annexure 5 

 
Informed consent form for interview schedule 

 

Serial no. ………… 

I, ______________________________________________, resident of 

_____________________, aged _________ years, declare that  

1. I have read about this study in the information form/ have been explained the content of 

the information form in a language I understand, and I have clarified all the doubts that I 

had. 

2. I also understand that my participation in the study is voluntary and that I can, at any 

time, discontinue my participation in the study. 

3. I understand that my identity won’t be revealed in any published or released 

information from this study. 

4. I am voluntarily agreeing to be a part of this study.  

 

Signature/ Thumb imprint  

 

Name: 

Witness name:  

Relation to participant: 

Date: 
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Annexure 6 

 

ఇంటర్యూ షెడ్యయల్ కొరకు సమాచారరంతర సమమతి ప్తరం 

 

సీరయిల్ నెం........... 

................................ 

5. నేను ఈ అధయయనెం గ్ురిెంచి సమాచార ప్తరెంలో చద వ ను/నేను అరిెం చేసుకుని భాషలో 
సమాచార ప్తరెం యొకక విషయము వివరిెంచబడిెంద , మరయిు నాకు ఉని అనిి సెందహేాలను 
నేను నివృతిర  చసేుకునాిను. 

6. అధయయనెంలో ననేు ప లగొ నడెం సయచఛెందెం అని మరియు ఏ సమయెంలోన నైా, అధయయనెంలో ననేు 
ప లగొ నడెం నిల్లపథవయేవచేని కూడా ననేు అరిెం చేసుకునాిను. 

7. ఈ అధయయనెం నుెంచి ఏదెైనా ప్రచురణ లేదా విడరదల చసేథన సమాచారెంలో నా గ్ురిరెంప్ు 
బయటప్డదని  నేను అరిెం చసేుకునాిను. 

8.  ననేు ఈ అధయయనెంలో భాగ్ెం క వడానిక ిసయచఛెందెంగ  అెంగీకరిసుర నాిను 

 

 

సెంతకెం/బొ టనవలేు ముదర 

 

పేరు 

స్ క్షి పేరు: 

ప లగొ నవే రతిో సెంబెంధెం: 

తేద ీ
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Annexure 7 

 

Informed consent form for in-depth interviews with the informants 

 

Serial no. ………… 

I, ______________________________________________, resident of 

_____________________, aged _________ years, declare that  

9. I have read about this study in the information form/ have been explained the content of 

the information form in a language I understand, and I have clarified all the doubts that I 

had. 

10. I also understand that my participation in the study is voluntary and that I can, at any 

time, discontinue my participation in the study. 

11. I understand that my identity won’t be revealed in any published or released 

information from this study. 

12. I permit the investigator to audio record my interview for research purposes. 

13. I understand that the audio recording will be destroyed after the final draft has been 

made.  

14. I am voluntarily agreeing to be a part of this study.  

 

Signature/ Thumb imprint  

 

Name: 

Witness name:  

Relation to participant: 

Date: 
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Annexure 8 

 

ప్రతివరది తో లోతెైన ఇంటర్యూల కొరకు సమాచారరంతర సమమతి ప్తరం 
 

సీరయిల్ నెం........... 

................................ 

15. నేను ఈ అధయయనెం గ్ురిెంచి సమాచార ప్తరెంలో చద వ ను/నేను అరిెం చేసుకుని భాషలో 
సమాచార ప్తరెం యొకక విషయము వివరిెంచబడిెంద , మరయిు నాకు ఉని అనిి సెందహేాలను 
నేను నివృతిర  చసేుకునాిను. 

16. అధయయనెంలో ననేు ప లగొ నడెం సయచఛెందెం అని మరియు ఏ సమయెంలోన నైా, అధయయనెంలో ననేు 
ప లగొ నడెం నిల్లపథవయేవచేని కూడా ననేు అరిెం చేసుకునాిను. 

17. ఈ అధయయనెం నుెంచి ఏదెైనా ప్రచురణ చేసథన,లేదా విడరదల చేసథన సమాచారెంలో నా గ్ురిరెంప్ు 
బయటప్డదని ననేు అరిెం చసేుకునాిను. 

18. ప్రశిోధన ప్రయోజనాల కొరకు నా ఇెంటర్యూని ఆడియో రిక ర్ు చేయడానికి నేను ప్రశిోధకుడిక ి
అనుమతిస్ ర ను. 

19. ఫెైనల్ డరా ఫ్్ట తయారు చసేథన తరువ త ఆడయిో రిక రిుెంగ్ నాశ్నెం అవుతుెందని నేను అరిెం 
చేసుకునాిను. 

20. నేను ఈ అధయయనెంలో భాగ్ెం క వడానికి సయచఛెందెంగ  అెంగకీరసిుర నాిను. 

 

సెంతకెం/బొ టనవలేు ముదర 

 

పేరు 

స్ క్షి పేరు: 

ప లగొ నవే రతిో సెంబెంధెం: 

తేద ీ
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Annexure 9 

 
Information Form for interview schedule 

 

Namaste, 

I am Praveena, a student of ‘Master of Public Health’ at Achutha Menon Centre for Health Science 

Studies, Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology. I am conducting a study 

on “Health care seeking from formal and informal health care providers in a village in rural Andhra 

Pradesh”,as a part of my course. This study is to understand the health care seeking practices of 

the people in this village and to explore the decision-making process in seeking health care and in 

choosing health care providers in particular 

If you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked a few questions regarding illnesses and 

health care seeking practices of members in the household in the past year. This process will 

take around 15mins to half an hour. You are free to not answer any of the questions if you wish 

so and are free to opt out of the interview if you wish to. If you have any questions during this 

interview you are free to stop and ask me for any clarifications or doubts. Your responses will be 

anonymized, and your identity will not be revealed to anyone during any part of this study. 

Your participation in the study may not have any direct benefits to you, but it will help in better 

understanding the health care needs of the people and better planning of health care services in 

future.  

Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and non-participation will not harm you in 

any way. The information given by you will be kept safely with me and won’t be shared with 

anyone who is not a part of the research. If you have any doubts or need any clarifications 

regarding the research, you can contact me,  

Dr Praveena at 9740838746 Or 7085100958 or, Padmaja.kmc@gmail.com or 

IEC Member-Secretary: Dr. Mala Ramanathan, at 0471-2524234 or, iec.mem.sec@sctimst.ac.in 

 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

  

mailto:Padmaja.kmc@gmail.com
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Annexure 10 

ఇంటర్యూ షెడ్యయల్ కొరకు సమాచార ప్తరం 
 
నమసేర , 
నేను ప్రవీణ, “అచుయత మీనన్ సెెంటర్ ఫర్ హలె్ర  సెైన్ె స్డీస్”, “శ్రీ చితర తిరునాళ్ ఇనిసథ్టయయట్ ఫర్ మ డకిల్ 
సెైన ెస్ అెండ్ టకె ిలజీ లో ' మాస్ర్ ఆఫ్ ప్బిల క్ట హలె్ర ” విదాయరిిని. నా కోరుెలో భాగ్ెంగ  “గ ీమీణ 
ఆెంధరప్రదశే లోని ఒక గ ీమెంలో అధ క రకి మరయిు అనధ క రకి ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల నుెండి ఆరోగ్య 
సెంరక్షణ” పె ైఒక అధయయనెం నిరయహసిుర నాిను. ఈ అధయయనెం యొకక ఉదేదశ్యెం ఈ గ ీమెంలోని ప్రజల 
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్దధతులను అరిెం చసేుకోవడెం మరయిు ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోరే విషయెంలో, ముఖ్యెంగ  
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతలను ఎనుికోవడెంలో నిరణయాతీక ప్రకిీయను అనేయషథెంచడెం. 

ఒకవళే మీరు అధయయనెంలో ప లగొ నేెందుకు అెంగీకరిెంచినటలయతే, గ్డిచిన సెంవతెర క లెంలో ఇెంటలిో ఉెండే 

సభ్ుయల యొకక అసయసితలు మరియు ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి కొనిి ప్రశ్ిలు మిమీల్లి 

అడరగ్ుతారు. ఈ ప్రకిీయ సుమారుగ  15 నిమిష లు నుెంచి అరగ్ెంట వరకు ప్డరతుెంద . మీరు కోరుకుెంటే ఏ 

ప్రశ్ికసరనా సమాధానెం ఇవయడానికి మీకు సేయచఛ ఉెంద  మరయిు మీరు కోరుకుెంటే ఇెంటర్యూ నుెండి 

ఎప్ుపడెనైా మీరు వ దైొలగ్వచుే. ఈ ఇెంటర్యూ సమయెంలో మీకు ఏవ నైా ప్రశ్ిలునిటలయతే, మీరు వ టిని 

ననుి ఆపథ అడగ్వచుే. ఏదెనైా వివరణలు లేదా సెందేహాల కొరకు మీరు ననుి ఆపథ అడగ్వచుే. మీ 

ప్రతిసపెందనలు అనాతీకెంగ  ఉెంటాయ, మరయిు ఈ అధయయనెం యొకక ఏ భాగ్ెంలోనక మీ గ్ురిరెంప్ు 

బహరొితెం చయేబడదు. 

ఈ అధయయనెంలో మీరు ప లగొ నడెం వలల  మీకు ఎలాెంట ిప్రతయక్ష ప్రయోజనాలు ఉెండకపో వచుే, అయతే, 

ప్రజల యొకక ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ అవసర లను మ రుగ ొ  అరిెం చేసుకోవడానికి మరియు భ్విషయతుర లో ఆరోగ్య 

సెంరక్షణ సవేల్లి మ రుగ ొ  ప్రణాళ్లక చేయడానికి ఇద  దయహదప్డరతుెంద . 

ఈ అధయయనెంలో మీరు ప లగొ నడెం అనదే  ప్ూరిరగ  సయచేెంధెం మరయిు ప లగొ నకపో వడెం అనదే  మీకు ఏ 

విధెంగ నక హాని చయేదు. మీ దాయర  ఇవయబడు  సమాచారెం నా వదద  సురక్షితెంగ  ఉెంచబడరతుెంద  మరయిు 

ప్రశిోధనలో భాగ్ెం క ని ఎవరతిోనక ప్ెంచుకోబడదు. ఒకవళే మీకు ఏవ నైా సెందహేాలునిటలయత ేలేదా 

ప్రశిోధనకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి ఏవ నైా వివరణలు అవసరెం అయతే, మీరు ననుి సెంప్రద ెంచవచుే. 
Dr ప్రవీణ , ఫో ను నెంబరు: 9740838746 లేదా 7085100958, ఇమ యల్ 
ఐడ:ిPadmaja.kmc@gmail.com 
IEC క రయదరిి: Dr. మాలా ర మనాథన్, ఫో ను నెంబరు 0471-2524234 లేదా, ఇమ యల్ ఐడ ి
iec.mem.sec@sctimst.ac.in 
 
 
ధనయవ దాలు. 
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Annexure 11 
Information Form for in-depth interview 

 

Namaste, 

I am Praveena, a student of ‘Master of Public Health’ at Achutha Menon Centre for Health Science 

Studies, Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology. I am conducting a study 

on “Health care seeking from formal and informal health care providers in a village in rural Andhra 

Pradesh”, as a part of my course. This study is to understand the health care seeking practices of 

the people in this village and to explore the decision-making process in seeking health care and in 

choosing health care providers in particular 

If you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked a few questions regarding illnesses in 

the household in the past year and details of health care seeking practices related to them. This 

process will take around 45mins to one hour. You are free to not answer any of the questions if 

you wish so and are free to opt out of the interview if you wish to. If you have any questions 

during this interview you are free to stop and ask me for any clarifications or doubts. 

There is no correct or wrong answer for any of the questions; I am interested in knowing your 

frank and honest responses and am only trying to understand your views on them. Your responses 

will be anonymized, and your identity will not be revealed to anyone during any part of this study. 

Each word that you speak is important and since writing down as you speak is difficult and may 

escape my memory later, I request you to permit me to record this interview. Only the investigator 

and the guide will have access to the recorded interview. It will be transcribed verbatim without 

personal identifiers and will only be used for the purposes of this study. The audio recordings will 

be destroyed after the final study report is made. 

Your participation in the study may not have any direct benefits to you, but it will help in better 

understanding the health care needs of the people and better planning of health care services in 

future.  

Your participation in the study is completely voluntary and non-participation will not harm you in 

any way. The information given by you will be kept safely with me and won’t be shared with 

anyone who is not a part of the research. If you have any doubts or need any clarifications 

regarding the research, you can contact me,  

Dr Praveena at 9740838746 Or 7085100958 or, Padmaja.kmc@gmail.com 

IEC Member-Secretary: Dr. Mala Ramanathan, at 0471-2524234 or, iec.mem.sec@sctimst.ac.in 

 

Thank you. 
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Annexure 12 
లోతెైన ఇంటర్యూ కొరకు సమాచార ప్తరం 

నమసేర , 
నేను ప్రవీణ, “అచుయత మీనన్ సెెంటర్ ఫర్ హలె్ర  సెైన్ె స్డీస్”, “శ్రీ చితర తిరునాళ్ ఇనిసథ్టయయట్ ఫర్ మ డకిల్ 
సెైన ెస్ అెండ్ టకె ిలజీ లో ' మాస్ర్ ఆఫ్ ప్బిల క్ట హలె్ర ” విదాయరిిని. నా కోరుెలో భాగ్ెంగ  “గ ీమీణ 
ఆెంధరప్రదశే లోని ఒక గ ీమెంలో అధ క రకి మరయిు అనధ క రకి ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతల నుెండి ఆరోగ్య 
సెంరక్షణ” పె ైఒక అధయయనెం నిరయహసిుర నాిను. ఈ అధయయనెం యొకక ఉదేదశ్యెం ఈ గ ీమెంలోని ప్రజల 
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్దధతులను అరిెం చసేుకోవడెం మరయిు ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ కోరే విషయెంలో, ముఖ్యెంగ  
ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ ప్రదాతలను ఎనుికోవడెంలో నిరణయాతీక ప్రకిీయను అనేయషథెంచడెం. 
ఒకవళే అధయయనెంలో ప లగొ నెేందుకు మీరు అెంగీకరిెంచినటలయతే, గ్డిచిన సెంవతెర క లెంలో ఇెంటలిో 
అసయసితలకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి కొనిి ప్రశ్ిలు,మరయిు వ టకిి సెంబెంధ ెంచినఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ విధానాల 
వివర లను మిమీల్లి అడరగ్ుతారు.ఈ ప్రకిీయ సుమారుగ  45 నిమిష లు నుెండ ిఒక గ్ెంట వరకు 
ప్డరతుెంద . మీరు కోరుకుెంట ేఏ ప్రశ్ికసరనా సమాధానెం ఇవయడానికి మీకు సేయచఛ ఉెంద  మరియు మీరు 
కోరుకుెంటే ఇెంటర్యూ నుెండి ఎప్ుపడెనైా మీరు వ దైొలగ్వచుే, ఈ ఇెంటర్యూ సమయెంలో మీకు ఏవ నైా 
ప్రశ్ిలునిటలయతే, మీరు వ టిని ననుి ఆపథ అడగ్వచుే. ఏదెైనా వివరణలు లేదా సెందహేాల కొరకు మీరు 
ననుి ఆపథ అడగ్వచుే. 
ఏ ప్రశ్ికూ సరసరన లేదా తప్ుప సమాధానమూ లేదు. మీ యొకక సపష్మ నై మరియు నిజాయతీ 
ప్రతిసపెందనలను తలెుసుకోవడానికి నేను ఆసకిర కనప్రుసుర నాిను మరయిు మీ అభప ర యానిి అరిెం 
చేసుకోవడానికి మాతరమ ేప్రయతిిసుర నాిను. మీ ప్రతిసపెందనలు అనాతీకెంగ  ఉెంటాయ, మరియు ఈ 
అధయయనెం యొకక ఏ భాగ్ెంలోనక మీ గ్ురిరెంప్ు బహరొితెం చయేబడదు. మీరు మాటాల డే ప్రతి  ప్దెం చాలా 
ముఖ్యమ ైనద  మరయిు మీరు మాటాల డేటప్ుపడర ర యడెం కష్ెంగ  ఉెంటుెంద  మరయిు తరువ త నా 
జాా ప్కశ్కిర నుెంచి తపథపెంచుకోవచుే. అెందుకే, దీనిని రకి ర్ు చయేడానికి నాకు అనుమతి ఇవ యలని నేను 
మిమీల్లి అభ్యరిిసుర నాిన.ప్రశిోధకుడర మరయిు గసరడ్ మాతరమే రకి ర్ు చేయబడు ఇెంటర్యూని 
యాకసెసేే సుకోగ్లుగ్ుతారు. ఇద  వయకిరగ్త గ్ురిరెంప్ు లేకుెండా ప్దజాలెం ల్లప్యెంతరీకరిెంచబడరతుెంద  మరియు 
ఈ అధయయనెం యొకక ప్రయోజనాల కోసెం మాతరమే ఉప్యోగిెంచబడరతుెంద . తుద  అధయయన నివేద క 
తయారసరన తర యత ఆడియో రకి రిుెంగ్ె నాశ్నెం చేయబడతాయ. 

ఈ అధయయనెంలో మీరు ప లగొ నడెం వలల  మీకు ఎలాెంట ిప్రతయక్ష ప్రయోజనాలు ఉెండకపో వచుే, అయతే, 

ప్రజల యొకక ఆరోగ్య సెంరక్షణ అవసర లను మ రుగ ొ  అరిెం చేసుకోవడానికి మరియు భ్విషయతుర లో ఆరోగ్య 

సెంరక్షణ సవేల్లి మ రుగ్ుగ  ప్రణాళ్లక చేయడానికి ఇద  దయహదప్డరతుెంద . 

ఈ అధయయనెంలో మీరు ప లగొ నడెం అనదే  ప్ూరిరగ  సయచేెంధెం మరయిు ప లగొ నకపో వడెం అనదే  మీకు ఏ 

విధెంగ నక హాని చయేదు. మీ దాయర  ఇవయబడు  సమాచారెం నా వదద  సురక్షితెంగ  ఉెంచబడరతుెంద  మరయిు 

ప్రశిోధనలో భాగ్ెం క ని ఎవరతిోనక ప్ెంచుకోబడదు. ఒకవళే మీకు ఏవ నైా సెందహేాలునిటలయత ేలేదా 

ప్రశిోధనకు సెంబెంధ ెంచి ఏవ నైా వివరణలు అవసరెంఅయతే, మీరు ననుి సెంప్రద ెంచవచుే . 
Dr. ప్రవీణ , ఫో ను నెంబరు: 9740838746 , ఇమ యల్ ఐడి: Padmaja.kmc@gmail.com 
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IEC క రయదరిి: Dr. మాలా ర మనాథన్, ఫో ను నెంబరు 0471-2524234, ఇమ యల్ ఐడి: 
iec.mem.sec@sctimst.ac.in 
ధనయవ దాలు. 
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Annexure 14 
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